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PREFACE
Social unrest among farmers has beon a conspicuous feature of the
history of the United States since the Civil War. In 1873 the Grange
made a meteoric rise to prominence. A little later farmers shook the
country with a demand for the free coinage of silver. With the Populist
party, the Nonpartisan League, the Progressive movement, the Farm Bureau,
the Farmers t Union, the farm bloc in Congress, and the agitation for farm
rolief, farmers have voiced dissatisfaction with their relative economic
position.
At various times fal~ers have advanced many different schemes de-
signed to improve their cond i.trion , Some of these appear rather novel in
retrospect. Nost of them were never tried, and most of those that war-e
tried, failed. A frequently recurring theme has been the effort to gain
more control over the marketing of the products which the farmer buys and
sells. This has sometimes taken the fonn of a plan of governmental control;
sometimes it has been a plan of co-operative farmer ovmership or control.
Most of the schemes of tho latter type have been short-lived; but
some of more recent dato, which have been influenced by the European type
of co-operative, have provod to be enduring. It is a strange fact that
American agricultural developments have been greatly influenced by a move-
mont which started and developed in the industrial working class in England •
.American farmers with thoir co-operative organizations have freely imitatod
the organizational structure and even the ideology of the English Rochdale
co-operative movoment.
Today many ihnericans are advocating the co-operative movement as a
means of achieving fundamental economic and social refonls. Co-operative
ii
supporters believe that they have a solution to the problem of poverty and
social insecurity which avoids the pitfalls of other movements. The co-
operative movement has the virtue of being democratic, peaceful, and evolu-
tionary; and it has attracted to its support many whose sincerity, honesty,
and devotion to essential American ideas can hardly be doubted. In 1936
the President of the United Stutes appointed a commission to invostigate
and to ~~ke .a report on co-operative enterprises in Europe, and Congress
has shown a friendly attitude toward agricultural co-operatives in a number
of legislative measures designed to protect and aid them.
The subject of this study is probably the largest and most success-
ful farmers' co-operative in Indiana. It was sta.rted twenty years ago and
it has grown with remarkable rapidity and regularity. Today it has a
vol\ooe of business of several million dollars a year; about one third of
the farmers in the state are members and stockholders of the association.
Its organizational structure and operating policies have been so success-
ful that it has been a model for 'cheorganization of farmers' co-operatives
in other states. These facts would seem to justify the writing of a thesis
on a co-operative subject and the selection of the Indiana Farm Bureau Co-
operative Association for detailed study.
Such a study should +hr-ow light on a number of questions of social
import: Can a co-operative be a success, from a purely business point of
view? Ymat is the effect of a co-operative organization on capitalist
business? What effect, if any, will a co-operative have on prices? Are
co-operatives subject to mushroom development and doomed to a short life?
What aro the factors which lie behind the organization of a co-operative?
Do co-operatives serve their members and patrons better than capitalist
iii
businesses? What are the social effects of co-operative associations?
This thesis answers these questions insofar as the history of one great
co-operative organization brings evidence to bear on the problems in-
volved.
Chapter one is an outline of the development and history of the
modern co-operative movement in England and on the Continent, an exposition
of the principles of the movement, and a brief statement of early develop-
ments in the United States. Chapter t'lJOis a history of the farm bureau
movement, which at first was intimately related to the county agricultural
agents and had little to do with co-operation, but whi ch later became the
fountain-head of the co-operative movement in the Middle west. Chapter
three describes the organization of the Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative
Association in 1920, its development, anQ the many changes in its organi-
zation and method of conducting business up to 1926. Chapter four is an
account of tho reorganization of the association f'oLl.owi.ngthe pattern of
the ROChdale co-operatives, and a description of the organization and its
operations to 1940. Chnpter five is a summary, and a statement of the
v~iterrs conclusions.
In the preparation of this thesis I material has been dr-awn from
many sources. Primary reliance has been placed on the minutes of the meet-
ings of the board of directors, the executive comrnittee of the board, and
of the stockholders of tho Cooperative Association. Unfortunately this
ma.terial has been lost for the period before Ma.rch, 1922. From that date
to the end of 1925 the minutes are fairly complete; during 1926 and the
early part of 1927 they are scattered. Since 1927 all minutes are avail-
able in complete form. Equally important as source material hus been the
iv
Hoo_~..i..~_x:_}'a~,which has been published continuously by the Indiana Farm
Bureau since 1919. The early issues, particularly, contain a greut deal
of factual information. I~:;wh year (except in 1922 and 1923) the Cooper-
ative Association has had its books audited by a firm of accountants.
These reports have been drawn on whenever possible for all bookkeeping
data given in this thesis.
However, after everything poss ible had been secured from the
wrItten sources, there remained many unanswered questions. Information
was then aecur-ed from personal interviews. The author of this thesis has
reason to be extremely grateful because of the friendly way in which he
has been received by the officers and employees of the Cooperative Associ-
Htion. lLost of all, thanks are due to Mr. Everett Jeanes, secretary of
the association. Hr. .Ieanes ! thorough acquaintance with the affairs of
the association almost from the beginning of its history, his complete
honesty, and his ever-patient willingness to answer questions made his
assistance almost invaluable. Others cannot be mentioned by name, for a
lone list wouLd result, but the as s i sbance of officers in formal interviews
and of employees in casual oonver-s a+i.one is hereby gratefully acknowl.edged,
v
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CHAPTBR I
THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT IN ENGLAND AND IN AMERICA
The co-operc"tive movement has an old and honorable lineage which
extends far back into English history. Robert Owenwas one of the first
great prophets of the movement. O'~n, vdth many other Englishmen of his
time, was distressed by the fact that the industrial revolution was making
England rich but wa.s not improving the condition of the poor.l After
proving in his own great mill at NewLanark that higher wages and better
conditions for workers we re compatible wi bh business success, Owenhoped
to persuade the members of his own class) the factory owners, to adopt
1
his plan. 1"Ihenthey refused, and the gOTernment demonstrated its lack of
interest in reform, he turned to the workers vdth plans for them to ac-
complish their ovm salvation. Perceiving that the fundamental cause of
their low status was the fact that they vere men without property, he
planned to Impr-ove their condition by makd.ngthem owners of property.
Since individual ownershd.p of the new tools of production by tho poor was
manifestly impossible, he suggestod joint ownership. Owenand his f'ol Iow-
er s established numerous mills, factories, farms, and stores, owned and
operated collectively by commonworkers. One of the most celebrated of
these experiments was in the new world, at NewHarmony in Indiana. All
of' them met the same fate; they failed because they did not eliminate the
conflict of interest of individuals; they were not orgrulized in such a
vray that each individual wholly identif'ied his individual interest with
J. L. and Bar-bar-a Hammond,The TormLaborer (1760-1832) (New
York: Longmans, Green and Company,"""T9ri•
1
2tho interest of the group.
Although the "Owerrlte" experiments failed, the work of the great
leader was not in vain. 'While he still lived, an obscure group of weavers
in the tovm of Rochdale began meeting for study and discussion of a suc-
cessful means whereby poor men might become ovmers of productive property.
In 1843 these weavers went on strike in a desperate but vain attempt to
I
I
better their lot. After the strike was defeated, tvrenty-eight of their
numbe r began meeting to discuss their common problems. Their thoughts
naturally turned in the direction suggested by Robert Owen. They were
serious, these twenty-eight weavers; they desired to build well even if
slowly. A year they spent, saving their money, and even more importa.nt,
discussing, thinking, and planning together. At the end of that time they
had $140 and a plan--with these they built the world's first successful
co-operative.
In the costitution of the Equitable Sochlty of Rochda Le Pioneers
there were few principles which were entirely new, but there was a new
combination of principles which had been parts of other ventures. The
Pioneers established a little store in a basement on Toad Lane on December 21,
1844. At first its stock consisted of just five articles: sugar, oatmeal,
flour, butter, and candles. The store was open only during the evening,
two da.ysa week; unpaid volunteers did all the work. The first year the
Pioneers transacted a business of $3,500, increased their membership to
seventy-four" and their capital to $900. The society expanded its stock,
hired a manager, added a reading room, a library, and recreational facili-
ties. In 1850 it purchased a mill to supply flour to itself and the other
societies which sprang up around it. At the time of their Golden Jubilee
3in 1894, the Pioneers had 12,000 members and a business of ~i>1,500,000 a
1year.
'What was the formula which made possible such success-s--af'ber- so
many similar ventures had failed? The principles or guiding policies of
the co-operative movement, first combined by the Rochdale Pioneers, are
at least eleven in number. The first three are the most important; they
set off sharply the co-operativo from the capitalist way of conducting
business.
1. Democratic control--one man, one vote* This means that each member
has a voice, and an equal voice, in the affairs of the association. The
vote of the member vnth one share counts the same as the vote of the mem-
bel'vnth one hundred shares. Members vote as persons, not as stockholders.
2. Limited return on share capital* Unlike some of the previous co-
operative ventures, the Rochdale Pioneers issued stock as evidence of
individual ownership of the society's capital and paid interest for the
use of the capital. But they limited the payment for capital to no more ··
~
~
~
I
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·
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·i~·
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than the usual rate of interest on money--in their case, fivo per cent.
3. Payment of patn-onage dividends. After paying all expenses, setting
aside reserves, and paying for the use of capital, the Pioneers refunded
to themselves all remaining profits in proportion to their purchases.
4. Open membership. Partners in a capitalist business, paying their
profits to stockholders, try to limit their number as much as possible
so each will get a larger share. Partners in a co-operative busine ss,
IFor this material I have dravm on Ellis Cowling, Co-operatives
in America (New York: Coward-McCann, Incorporated, 1938), and Harry Yi.
Laidler, A. History of Socialist Thought (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell
Company, 1927).
4dividing their earnings among themselvos according to patronage, strive
to increase their number, for the more partners there are, the greater
the volume, the greater the profits, and the more each will receive.
5. Membership through patronage. Nonmembers may become members and stock-
holders, if'they wish, merely by patronizing the society. The'nonmember's
share of all patronage dividends accumulates until it pays for a share of
Gtock.
6. Sales at current market prices. 'fhispolicy tho Pioneers adopted to
avoid arousing the opposition of private merchants or starting a price
'war. It enabled the society to meet unexpected expenses in a normal way.
7. Sales for cash only. This principle is based on the belief that the
co-operator who takes goods from the shelf of his store w'ithout providing
for their replacement is unfair to the other members.
8. Political and religious neutrality. The co-operative which takes sides
on political or religious questions thereby limits its grov~h and service.
9. Fair treatment of labor. Co-operatives have won many friends by their
fair treatment of labor. In some European countries the co-operatives and
the labor unions are closely associated.
10. Education. Nearly all successful societies set aside part of their
earnings each year for education of members and nonmembers in the theory
and principles of co-operation.
11. Adequate reserves. The Pioneers adopted at the beginning the pollcy
of setting aside adequate reserves for depreciation, expansion, and un-
Based on these proved principles, co-operative societies soon
foreseen difficulties. They restricted themselves to small patronage divi-
dends in order to make their society strong.
sprang up all over Englund. Since the weavers of Rochdale showed the way
5nearly a hundred years ago, hardly a year has passed which has not seen
the addition of another association. In 1863 local co-operatives in
England formed the Co-operative Wholesale Societye This organization has
grown until today it is the largest food-distributing business in the
world. It has gone into manufacturing; now makes its own boots, shoes,
soap, flour, textiles, canned goods, furniture, and aluminumware; in all,
it ovms 150 manufacturing entorprises. In 1935 the British co-operative
bank had assets of 4~500,000..000 and the Co-operative Insurance Society
had more than 5,000,000 policies in effect.
Toward the end of the nineteenth century, Corrt Inerrta.IEuropean
nations became interested. Co-operative societies sprang up in every
country. President Roosevelt's committee appointed to investigate co-
operatives in Europe reported that in the Scandinavian states from tvrenty
to fifty per cent of the population belong to either a buying or a market-
t· 1ing co-opera lve. In these nations--which boast the highest standards
of living in Burope--co-operatives playa very important role in tho nation-
al economy ,
As the movement spread, types of co-operatives developed which
varied from the original Rochdale pattern. In most cases the principles
were not changed, but the function or purpose for which they were organ-
ized changed. In Denmar-k and in the United states particularly, and in
some other places, co-operatives for marketing agricultural products de-
veloped. The Danish farmers have been most successful in using this type
1Jacob Baker et a18, A Report of the Inquiry on Cooperative Enter-
prise in Europe (Washingto~: Government Printing Office, 1937).
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o:f co-operative. They cater to the export market with a product of very
high quality whd ch brings them a good return.
Not long a:fter the Rochdale Pioneers established their store,
the Germans began experimenting vIi th :financial co-operatives. Since then
people's banks, or credit unions, have grovn: rapidly in Germany and in
the United States, and have been very success:ful in making loans to poor
people--the kind of loans ordinary banks do not care to make. The theory
o:f Vlorkingmen's itldustrial production co-operatives has been an importm t
par f ot' the thinking of certain social theorists. In practice, production
co-operatives have had little success in most countries; although in
France, where the government f'avors them, they have enjoyed some pros-
.t 1per-a y.
Another type of co-operative, a type which includes the subject
of this study, is the agricultural purchasing association. Agricultural
purchasing co-operatives are similar in many respects to city consur.rers'
societies, but are sufficiently distinctive to deserve a separate classi-
fication. Farmers co-operate to purchase production goods to facilitate
production and to increase the profits of produotion. Leaders point out
that f'armers are the only produoers who are expected to buy a t retail
prices the supplies needed for production. Agricultural pur9hasing co-
operatives are organized in order to secure the advantage of 'wholesale
prices for f'armer-s, At present, however, thore is a strong tendency for
this type of co-operative to expand by distributing consumption goods.
Agricultural purchasing societies are important in tho Scandinavian
1
The Columbia Conserve Company in Indianapolis is an exception.
It has boen operating successfully for several years as a co-operative
canning concern.
7countries, Czechoslovakia, Switzerlund, Greut Britain. and the United
states. No better example of the type could be I'ound anywher-e than in
Indiana.
In contrast to the slow, steady, long-time development of co-
operatives in Europe, the movement in America hus frequently been charact-
erized by quick growth f'oLl.owed by rapid collapse. The history of the
utopian colonies organized by followers of Owen and Four i.er is well known,
Just a year after the RochdaLe Pioneers established their store, the Hew
Following the Civil 'Nar, a long period of deoLi.ni.ng prices caused
England Workingmen's Association established a consumers co-ope r-a tive
. "Istore £'01' the purpose "of bettering the condition of the wo rlcd.ng class.
In +we Ive years this store grew to four hundred stores in ten states vrith
total sales of three million dollars. Hochdale principles were not 1'01-
Lowed, the stores attempted to sell at the Lowest possible price instead
of at the market price. In 1858 unsettled business conditions upset ca1-
cuIa+Lons and caused many failures. Thereafter, the stores declined
rapidly.
a great deal of hardship among the we sber-n farmers who were, in general,
the deb-tor class. These farmers were therefore in a receptive moodwhen
Oliver II. Kelley launched the Grange in 1868. Success first attended his
efforts in Mi.nnesoba , Enough local granges were established to form a
state grange early in 1869. Twomonths later, the state grange appointed
1
a purchasing agent to buy supplies for grange members. The National
Grange had not contemplated such action, but farmers were dernandLng this
Quoted by Cowling, oPe c~., p. 80.
8kind of service, and the rapid growth of the movement was largely a 1'0-
suIt of the fact that the organization soon became identified in the
f'armer t s mind vrith co-operative purchasing. Once establishod, tho move-
merrt spread like prairie fire. The numbe r of new granges established in
1873 v~s 8,668 and in 1874 the number reached the astonishing figure of
Co-operative ef.fort began with the locals and consisted at first
12,941. Indiana was one of the strong grange states; tho number of locals
was 2,000 at tho beginning of 1875. Thero was an average of two for each
tovmship.l
of plans to get special price concessions in return for all the patron-
e.geof grange members. Their efforts were reasonably successful; they
saved the members a considerable amount of money directly, and helped to
lovrorprice levels generally. The Indiana Grange omployed a state pur-
chasing agent to co-ordinate and supervise local activity. This agent
handled a business of $300,000 in 1875, and the next year, a. still larger
amount. Bad management, hovrevor, resulted in tho loss of several thousand
dollars, and the Indiana Grange discontinued tho agency. Other states
had similar experiences. The failure of these oonme rcLaI activities was
one of the major reasons for the decline of the Grange, beginning in 1875.
Unfortunately these efforts of the Grange were not conducted ac-
cording to Roclmale principles, nor did they employ efficient business
methods. This was partly a result of the fact that the National Grange
was caught off-guard in connection with those developments among the
local associations and was, in fact, somewhat opposed to it at first.
1
Solon Justus Buck, The Granger Movement (Cambridge: Harvard
University Preas, 1913).
9Whenthe national headquarters realized the importance of the buyine;
activity to the organization, they bogan to give it serious study.
Officers of the Grange consulted leaders of the co-operative movoment in
England and learned about the Rochdale principles and the successful
A new period of more long-lived co-ope rative effort started about
development thore. Beginning in 1876, the National Grange devoted much
of its efforts to dissemination of knowledge of the Rochdale principles
and to reconstruction of the various business activities. By that time
it was too late; the decline of the order had already set in and not much
could be accomplished immediately. The seed sown, however , bore fruit
at a later time.
1890 in the Far West. Fruit gr'ower s in the region we re suffering severely
from bad marketing conditions. They wer-e producing a perishable product
which had to be shipped a long Vlayto reach the big eastern mar-kebs ,
carelessness, dishonesty, and inefficiency greatly reduced the return to
which growers felt they were entitled. In 1895 they formed the Southern
California Fruit Exchange, which ten years Latier became the California
Fruit Growers' Exchange. This organization was very successful in improv-
ing the California citrus fruit groi~rs' marketing conditions. It now
sells I'r-om ~~80,000tOOOto $100,000,000 worth of fruit a year.l Other
marketing co-operatives developed in California, \'Iashington, and Oregon
for the marketing of deciduous fruits. eggs, and nuts. 'I'he large apple
gro,~rs' associations of Washington and Oregon are well knovm. The Cali-
fornia Walnut Grower-sAssociation markets eighty-seven pOl' cent of the
stato's output of walnuts.
IR. H. Elsworth, The Story of Fanners' Cooperatives, Farm Credit Ad-
ministration Circula.r E-23 (ViM1ttngton: GovernmGnt Pi'.rrreI'ngorri ce , 1939).
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In all the grain-producing states the farmers' co-operative
elevator has been highly developed. The principal impetus to this move-
ment was during and following the 'World TvaI', although a few organiza-. .
tions were established much earlier.l Most of these elevators did not
operate on Rochdale principles. stockholders, rather than the patrons,
usually contro 11ed their affai r-s• They paid patronage dividends" but
sometimes only to stockholders. The decade from 1920 to 1930 was high
tide for this movement; since then there has been a slow declinee
The Farmers I Union was organized in 1902 in Texas ; it grew rapid-
ly in southern states, and during the war became especially strong in the
West. From the beginning, the organization advocated co-operative pur-
chasing, but no important developments occurred in this field until the
leaders adopted the principles of the Rochdale plan in 1919. Since then
there has been-a steady increase in the number of farmers' union co-oper-
atives which now cover the states of Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Iowa,
the'Dako cae , and Minnesota. Tv;o large regional wholesale organizations--
one at Omaha and one at Saint Paul--do a thriving business supplying the
hundreds of successful local co-operative stores in'these states.2
1The incorporation of one l'Farmers Elevator Company" as early as
1877 was noted in the records of the Secretary of state of Indiana..
2Joseph G. Knupp and John H. Lister, Cooperative Purchasing of
Farm Supplies, Farm Credit Administration Bulletin No.1 (Viashington:
(fc)vernmentPrinting Office, 1935).
CHAPTERII
THE BEGINNINGOF THE FARMBUREAUMOVEMEnT
At the beginning of the t ...ventieth century a new movemerrb began to
make itself felt in American agriculture. It was a movement to help the
farmer solve his economic problem by applying newl.y developed soientifio
methods to this time-honored industry. During the pr-eceding twenty-five
years the scientific study of agriculture had made rapid progress. Con-
gress laid the foundation in 1862 with the Morrill Aot establishing the
land-grant colleges for the study of agriculture and the mechanical arts.
In 1887 the Hatoh Act was passed establishing a national system of' agri-
cultural experiment stations where trained scientists could devote thoir
full time to researoh in agriculture. This led to the accumulation of a
considerable body of knowledge whioh was taught in the agricultural
schools but which was practiced by few farmers.
Agricultural leaders began to feel the necessity of doing some-
thing to bridge the gap between the advanced methods of the experiment
stations and the agricultural schools and the less efficient practices of
the vast majority of fanners. Since the farmers did not themselves flock
to the schools to acquire the information, it was decided that the new
knowledge must be taken to them.
One of the earliest forms of agricultural extension was the farmers'
institute. Typical institutes lasted two days, were conducted by pro-
fessors from the land-grant college, and were attended by the farmers in
the neighborhood. But the institutes .vera necessarily limited in scope
and were supplanted by a movementwhich had its origin in the South. This
waS the county agent plan.
11
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In 1903 the boll weevil had just begun its invasion of the Texas
cotton fields. "Whole areas we re being ruined by this new and terrible
menace. Dr. Seaman A. Knapp, an agent of the Department of Agriculture,
vms sent to aid in the fight against the invader. Unable to persuade the
Texas farmers by lecture or pamphlet to change their methods, Dr. Knapp
determined to teach by actual demonstration. Early in 1903, at Terrell, he
persuaded 'N. C. Porter to plant and cultivate seventy acres exactly accord-
ing to his directions. At the end of the year Mr. Porter found to his sur-
prise that those seventy acres had made him seven hundred dollars net pro-
fit.l With this story of succe ss Dr. Knapp and his associates we re able
the next year to get many more demonstration plots. Sinoe these methods
had proved successful, the f'arme r-sthemselves began to demand the services
of the experts of the Department of Agriculture. Smith County, Texas, in
1906 agreed to pay part of the sal~ry of an agent, if he would work in
that county alone; and thus it became the first county in the united states
to have a county agricultural demonstration agent •.
The movement spread quickly to other counties and to other states
in'the South and then advanced northward. Beginning in 1911 county agents
appeared almost as if by magic allover the North and West. During the
fiscal year 1911-1912, five county agents were employed in the North and
West, and the next year one hundred and thirteen. 2 This rapid advance of
the county agent plan can be explained in part by the exist(l.nceof a wide-
10• M. Kile, The Farm Bureau Movement (new York: The McMillanCompany, 1921), pp. 72 ff.; A. C. Truo, A History of Agricultural Ex-t:en-
sion Work in the United states 1785-1923, U. S. Department of Agriculture
Miscellaneous publication No. 15 (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1928), pp. 59 ff.
2True, op. cit., p. 100.
£4 §J 1&&_
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spread conviction that education was the thing the f'armer needed. In the
forefront of the movement were the progressive farmers in each commun.ity.
However, the tovms were interested also. Business men felt that if the
rural areas could be made more prosperous, then the towns would also bene-
fit. Chambers of commerce, booster clubs, and other associations of busi-
ness men took the initiative and sometimes paid part of the salaries of
the agents. A large mail-order house made an offer of one thousand dollars
to any county that would employ an agent. I
'Wherever agents were appointed, they found that their own effective-
ness could be greatly increased if they could work with an association of
farmers in the county. In some cases organizations already existed which
couLd be used. If there we r-e no existing associations, the agents proceeded
to organize them. In the South these vrere usually called county councils
of agriculture; in the North they were frequently called better farming
associations or, a little later, farm bureaus. 'Where there was already a
strong farmers I organization it usually took the lead in the agitation to
secure an agent for that county. The county agent and the association
worked together.
Indiana was one of the leaders in these developments. By 1912
there we re active associations in several counties. Most of these were
called better farming associations, but in LaPorte county, which has the
distinction of having the first county agent in the state, the farmers
organized the LaPorte County Crop and Soil Improvemont Association. This
association entered into a contract with L. B. Clore, famous "Corn King,"
under which he was employed "in the capacity of Agricul t.ura I Advisor for
1
Kilo, Ope cit., pp. 82 1'1'.
aamaL
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Mr. Clore's salary was paid largely by private subscription of
the county of LaPorte," beginning in October, 1912. In the words of the
agreement:
His duties shall consist in general as advisor to any farmer
in the county requiring his servicos; organizing farmers' clubs;
conducting corn clubs and other agricultural contests; to arrange
for exhibitions of agricultural products, to give practical demon-
strations and instructions in crop r'etation, (sic) soil building,
farm management, live stock, dairying, horticultural work, ebc , ,
in various parts of the country under ordinary conditions; to make
especial effort to control and suppress all contagious diseases
of live stock; to cooperate viith the superintendent of county and
city schools in teaching the rudiments of agriculture.l
farmers and business men. 1ifithin six months three other counties had agents,
and the state legislature passed an act providing public funds to help pay
their salaries and placing them under the direction of the extension divi-
sian of Purdue University.2 With public financial aid the number of agents
increased rapidly to tvronty-seven on June 30, 1914. At this time Indiana
3employed more courrby agents than any other northern state.
The relationship between the agent and the f'arm bureau was a.Lwaya
very close. In those counties which already had f'arm bureaus, the agents
considered it their first duty to aid the associations by organizing
local units in each tiownsh'i.p which had none, and by strengthening the
tovmship groups which already existed. In return the farm bureau fre-
quently contributed to the agent's salary and was always in the forefront
to fight his battles. When a county suffered an opidemic of hog cholera,
the members of the farm bureau aided in the enforcement of the agent I s
1
quoted from the contract, among the personal papers of Mr. L. B.
Clore, Franklin, Indiana.
2Acts of 1913, Chapter 24. 3True, op."t 100--,,__ C_l_., p. •
I
I
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quarantine regulations. In the campaign against wheat rust the farm bureau
members scoured the county destroying the barberry bush which spread the
disease. At the township meet.Lng of the farm bureau the agent found his
most effective opportunity to explain new ideas and scientific methods.
The quasi-public nature of the farm bureau was so generally recognized
that in some states public money for the support of agents was given to
the farm bureaus rather than directly to the agents. 1
In 1914 Congress made the first appropriation of federal money for
the support of the movement. The Smith-Lever Act~ passed in that year,
provided for a county agent system to be administered co-operatively by
the Department of Agriculture and the extension divis ions of the land-
grant colleges. Provision was made that the federal money be matched by
state appropriations.2
The same year saw the beginning of another great influence which
was to affect the farm bureau and county agent movement. The war in Europe,
beginning in August, at first had a depressing influence on business, but
this was soon reversed lly the powerful stimulus of augmented demand for
American exports. At first mild, this effect increased as the 'war con-
tinued and disrupted European production of grain and other foods. By
April, 191?, when America entered the wa r , the need of the allies for more
food vms serious indeed. Facing this situation, the American govornment
granted large credits and called on the farmer to increase his production
1Ibid., pp. 82 1'1'.
2 .Tb'id , , pp, 100 1'1'.; Fourth Annual Report of Purdue University,
Departmenr-0f Agricultural Extension, for year ending June 30, 1915
(Lafayette, 1915), pp. 7 1'1'.
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and help feed our hungry allies. "Food will win the warn was the sloga.n
1made to resound on every farm.
Junerican agriculture 'was faced with the necessity of increasing
production, and that in the face of a diminished labor supply. The only
v~y it could meet this emergency was by becoming more efficient. For this
purpose there was already at hand the county agricultural agent movement,
which needed only to be extended.
In August, 1917, Congress passed the Emergency Food Production
Act, one of the important provisions of which was increased funds to ex-
2tend the county agent pla.n. Agents were employed in counties which pre-
viously had been without them and assistant agents were installed in many
others. As part of the patriotic campaign to increase food production,
farmers eve rywhere were impelled to seek the services of their county agri-
cultural agent. The number of agents in the northern states increased
345from 240 in 1914 to 1,288 in 1919. In Indiana the number v~s 27 in 1914
6and 76 in 1919 ..
The war emergency made it even more necessary tr~t the agent have
the organized support of farmers to me.ke his work effective. War taught
the value of organization and of co-operative effort. The farmer, long
1Kile, Ope cit., p. 100.
2True, OPe cit., pp. 134 ff.
3Ibid., r- 100
4Department of Agriculture, states Relations
of Cooperative Extension Work, 1919-20 (Washington:
Office, 1920), p. 13.
5 'Third Annual lieport of Purdue University, Department of Agricul-
tura.l Extension, for year ending June 30, 1914 (Lafa.yette, 1914), pp. 4, 30.
Service, Statistics
Government Printing
6Eighth Annual Hepor~ of Purdue University, Department of Agricul-
tural Extension, for year ending June 30, 1919 (Lafayette, 1919), p , 21.
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considered to be too much of an individualist to organize well, caught the
new spirit with enthusiasm. Wherever county agents came, farm bureaus,
by one name or anothe r, were organized. They increased both in number
and in strength. The foothold gained by the county agent plan was not
lost by the ending of the v~r. Farmers found that they had learned to
dopend on these new institutions~
Demand for the farmer' Q product cont.inued to be good and the psych-
ology of prosperity and increased production was in the air. The farmer's
only serious grievance was the high prices wh Lch he was compelled to pay
for the things which he bought. This was a perturbation which was fre-
quently discussed in farm bureau meetings, and it was not long until plans
vrere being laid to remedy the condition.
1Co-operative purchasing of farm supplies was the farmer's answer.
Getting together in their far.mbureau meetings, farmers pooled their orders
for fertilizer or other supplies. The substantial size of the resulting
one big order frequently brought them gratifying price reductions. The
pool might be operated by the county agent himself, or it might be operated
by the officers of the farm bureau. Although never sanctioned by the
Department of Agriculture, this practice became widespread, especially
,
in the East and Middle west.. Supplies conunonly purchased in this 'T/'~yin-
cluded fertilizer, feed, binder twine, coal, and salt.
Local merchants and business men who lost orders as a result of
this practice were soon heard from in vigorous protest. They'complained
IEdward 'Wiest, Agricultural Organiza.tion in the United States,
Vol. II of The University of Kentucky studies in Economics and Sociology
(Lexington: University of Kentucky, 1923), pp. 508, 509, 515.
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that, by paying the county agents' salaries, the government was subsidizing
a COllUnercialorganization which was in direct competition with them. Agents
were instructed not to have any official connection with the connnercial
act' 't' 1ava ~es of'+he r arm bureau, but most of them were in favor cifthe move-
ment and indirectly continued to aid its The acrimonious debate continued,
for the relationship betvreen the county agent and the farm bureau was
much too close at this time for one to do anything without affecting the
other.
Soon the farrr~rs thought of other purposes for which an organiza-
tion Such as the farm bureau might be used. There we re political demands,
for example, the adjustment of the tax system. In most of the states, in-
clud'~ng Indiana. the tax system had been designed at a time when agricul-
ture 'Vvas dominant and nearly all wealth 'was in the fom; of land. Conse-
quently the land tax was made the basic tax. With industrial development
the vroalth of the cities had increased enormously, yet much of this new
form of b d The services. property escaped from bearing its share of the ~r ene
and hen th . d r'ng thisCEl e costs of the government were also increas~ng u 1
pe dod and th~ s d.._greatly increased the tax loa • Farmers began to use their
farm bureaus to give effective expression to their opinions on tax matters.
In me. h'ny cases they were successful in their efforts involving to~ms lp
or county taxes, but they had little influence on state taxes; for as yet
they Were tno organized on a state-wide basis.
In activity such. as this, the county agent--o. publiC official--
COuld tno partiCipate. 1 't became e~tablished in the publiCGradual y 1. -
-----r-----------------,Rile 't 104 ff True. op , _cit., pp. 163 ff•• op. C1. ., pp. ..; • ------------.-------------------------
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mind that the farm bureau vms an organization separate from and independ-
ent of the county agerrt , They continued to co-operate closely, but the
farm bureau was looking forvmrd to a broadening field of operations.
By the beginning of the year 1919 there we re enough county organi-
zations in Indiana, usually called better fanning associations, to enable
leaders in the movement to plan a sta.te organization. In January of that
year, officers of the better farming association we re invited to Purdue
Universi ty to attend the annual conference of county agents.1 A committee
of four was appointed to make arrangements for organization. This commd, ttee
issued a call for a meeting on March 25, 1919, and sent invitations to
county organizations and to agricultural leaders. The meeting was held in
the Claypool Hotel in Indianapolis, and was called to order with a bout four
hundred leading farmers and county agents present.
2
Lewi.s Taylor, a 'Warrick county farmer and , subsequently, president
of the Indiana Farm Bureau, was elected chairman. D. O. Thompson, secret-
•
ary of the Illinois Agricultural Association, and later president of the
American Farm Bureau Federation, explained tho organization of the farm
bureau in Illinois which was already three years old. Mr. Thompson advised
th . .e I,ndl.ana farmers to avoid setting up their organization on a penny-
pinching basis. The importance of the farm bureau I s program required that
it be financed ade qua'te Ly ,
1, Eighth Annual Heport of Purdue University, Departme~t
~l~ural Extension for year ending June 30, 1919 (Lafayette:Hoo ~ , J 1 1S~er Farmer, Julv, 1921, p. 3; July, 1923, p. 3; u Y ,
Hereafter reference; to the Hoosier I<'armer, official organ of
F€l-rrnBureau, will be abbreviated to ~.
2H1?, June.ll 1~n9, pp. 3 rr,
of Agri-
1919), p. 14;
1927, pp. 4 f.
the Indiana
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Dean Skinner' of Purdue University contributed a warning note, say-
ing that after post- ...·;ar adjustments we re mado, favorable prices of agri-
cultural products then current wore not likely to continue. Other speakers
emphasized recent tax legislation, adjustment of freight rates, the need
for' better roads, and the stabilization of prices for agricultural pro-
ducts. They expressed strong opposition to the daylight saving law.
As a name for the new organization, the group decided on Indiana
Federation of Farmers' Associations. It was a league of local as socf.a'ti.ons,
varying in title and in type of organization--a fact which was reflected
in the designation chosen.
Officers elected we re John G. Brown, president, and Lewis 'l'ay Lor ,
secretary. The state was divided into ten districts, in each of whi.ch a
director VIaS elected by the courrby associations to serve on a board.
In order to express their sentiments and make clear the purpose of
the new organization, a declaration of principles was adopted,
Vihereas. The progress and prosperity of a. free people, the solidarity
and sta.bility of its institutions depend upon the good will and co-
operation among all the poople, and
VJhereas. Our industrial relations and activities are divided into
three general classes, "producers, distributors or middle men and
consumers, and
Yv'hereas, Webelieve that these relations are normal in the adjust-
ment of business and society, and when even-handed justice is meted
out among these classes, they are of mutual good will and mutual
prosperity, and
Wheroas, The wrongs we suffer from retail men are small and may
be cor-r-e obed, leaving a reasonable prof'i t on our products vii th the
retailers, for whdch we are perfectly willing under just treatment,
and
Whel'OM, It is known and ndmi'b'bod by al I int'ol'ni0d people 'bhnt tho
farmers or bread producers have suffered moro from exploitation or
21
. their products by freebooter methods and organized selfishness
than any other class, and
Whereas, Wehold organized greed re aponsLbLe for the fluctations
and instability in the markets of food products, the sudden
?reak which robs many producers and consumers not only of justice
an prices, but impoverishing and driving into bankruptcy evel-Y year
thousands of food producers and honest middle men.
Therefore, be it resolved,
First, That we regard the middle man or retailer as an essential
factor in business transactions bet,veen producers and consumers,
and so long as he keeps his prices so close to wholesale prices
as to leave only a reasonable margin" we will patronize htm, we
will encourage him.
Second, That when we come to what is known as "seasonable
ll
pro-
ducts, which are handled in gross at certain seasons of the year,
vre believe it possible to use the retail man in buying such pro-
ducts as fertilizers, binder twine, tankage, fence material,
coal, cottonseed meal, ebc , , as the mediumbetween the gross
producer and consumer, using him as we would use one of our own
producers, allowing him such per cent for handling as a reason-
able compensation for his services, and that we recommend this
experiment where cooperative buying is entered into. This prin-
ciple may be applied also in shipping and selling.
Third, That organized greed in food products knows no law. It
is a freebooter and gambling speculator which we regard as un-
fair and lawless. We therefore call for legislation from the
United states Congress on the principle of supply and demand, of
producing and handling, going to the consumer with a view of
two things: (a) To eliminate the gambling element in food pro-
ducts. (b) To the stabilizing of prices of food productse
Fourth, That this Federation of Farmers' Associations will act as
a bureau of informatiop. and helpfu1p.ess, though the officers of the
tovmship and county units, when asked for such informat ion, upon
all matters pertaining to the protection of the farmer and the pro-
motion of the interests of the farmer.
l
The federation gave serious consideration to the problem of strength-
oning the county units. Manywere very we ak in organization. They had an
indefinite membership and were very inadequately financed. To secure great-
er uniformity and to strengthen the county units, a model constitution
---~-=--.----------------.-..----
1
Ibid. '" p. 5.
and greatly increased their strength and resources.
2 Counties which had•
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and set of by-laws were formulated and counties we re urged to adopt them.l
This constitution provided for a :tfarmersf association," a voluntary, un-
incorporated membership association based on township units and financed
by a I'Lve=doLkar' a . fyear membersh1p ee.
Most of the counties immediately reorganized; those the.talready
had better farming associations conducted vigorous membership campaigns
no organizations began to create them vdth the aid of the state office.
'r1,_uchwas expected of the new Federatio? and popular enthusiasm ran strong-
ly in its favor. Within seven months the association could claim seventy-
five t 3coun y units with a total of forty thousand members.
The st~te Federation soon found plenty of work to do. Shortly after
its organization, Indiana wheat farmers were threatened with a quarantine
of their product. A new disease called the Australian take-all appeared
in the northe rn countie s , and the United state s Department of Agriculture
considered quarantining Indiana vrheat. But, with the aid of the state
entomologist and of extension authorities from Purdue University, the Fed>
oration was able to convince the Department of Agriculture that the disease
I:
could be c t 11 t" t" 4on ro ed without that dras 1C ac 10n •. Again, in several
counties the state tax board raised the property assessment valuation above
that which had been set by local authorities; but the Federation was success-
lIbid., pp. 5 f.
2HF, June, 1919, pp. 23 ff.; August, 1919, pp. 23 ff.; September,
pp. 15 f.1919 t
3HF, 5 14November, 1919, pp. 3, , •
4In~,August, 1919, pp. 6, 30, 3l~
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ful in defeating this move.l Many farmers complained of conditions at
the Indianapolis stock yards. After loading his sboclc into cars for ship-
merrb, the farmer 'lost control of his product,. and frequently suffered loss
due to excessive delay and improper care. The Federation met this situ-
ation by employing a livestock marketing agent, who represented the farmers
at the stockyards and who VJaS successful in securing considerable improve-
2mont in conditions the re ,
The first step in the direction of co-operative buying was taken
soon after the Federation was organized. It approached seve ra I cordage
companies with a proposal that they sell binder twine at a reduced price.
One company accepted, and an agreement was made through which the associ-
ation did not itself buy the twine, but passed the information on to farm-
ers as to where the Lowprice Has obtainable. The company sold through
regular channels, and the twine was available to members of the Farmers'
.Association and to nonmembers alike. The Farmers' Association claimed to
have saved Indiana farmers $100,000 directly, by means of the lo'~r price
which they paid for the recommended twine. Even greater economywas er-
fected indirectly" because other companies reduced their prices to meet
the competition.3 Since the benefit was shared by all, members and non-
members alike, it offered no particular inducement to nonmembersto join.
It was, therefore, decided that similar propositions in the future should
be made available only to members~
p. 11.
1fW, February, 1920, p. 3. 2 HF, May, 1920, p. 9; October, 1920~
3
HF, Jtme 1919, p. 11; February, 1920, p. 3; October, 1920, p. 11.
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During the period of the ea.rLy twenties prices of farm supplies
were high and margins were wide. The prospect of saving through co-oper-
ative buying was a tempting bait which induced many farmers to join. At
the same time there was an attitude of caution among the leaders. They
decided to go no farther than to extend somewhat the practice of pooling
orders. These tactics were alrea.dy being employed by many of tho counties.
Officers of tovmship associations gathered the farmers' orders and passed
them on to the county headquarters. Pooling these. the county a.ssociv.tion
gave an order for a number of car Load s , which might be sent to the state
federation. From the sta te federation the orders vrent to the manufacturer,
who shipped directly to the counties. Commodities handled in this 'my we re
1
twine, fertilizer, coal, and sugar. However, volume of this business
passing through the Federation office in 1919 and 1920 was small; it was
in the nature of a cautious experiment, preparing the ,my for future de-
velopment.
Larger in the aggregate vms the business done by some of the counties
in which independent co-operative buying developed rapidly. In addition to
fertilizer, twine, coal, and sugar, these counties pooled orders for seed,
fencing material, salt, lime, and automobile tires.2 A business of a good
many thousand dollars a year developed in some instances, and the associ-
ntions had special business secretaries to look after it. Tho farmer paid
the wholesale price, plus freight, and either came to the railroad station
to get his goods or paid a small fee to cover cost of delivery. On twine
p. 23.
lHF, October, 1920, p, 11; February, 1921, pp. 30 f.; May, 1920,
2
HF, June, 1919, pp. 23 ff.; August, 1919, pp. 23 1'1'.; September,
1919, pp:-15 f.; February, 1920, p. 7.
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and fertilizor substantial savings we re made, while in the case of sugar
and anthracite coal the advantage lay partly in securing an adequate supply
of a scarce commod Lby- To allay the opposition of local merchants, the
County units sometimes adopted the policy of placing the order with a local
dealer, who was allowed a small fee as a handling charge. This was much
less than his ordinary margin. Orders were sometimes placed through local
cO-operative elevators; but in a majority of cases the association, act-
ing directly, placed the order with a manufacturer or his agent in its own
nams ,
CHAPTER III
THE IUDIAlJA FARM BUREAUCOOPERATIVEASSOCIATION FROM 1920 TO 1926
The demand in 1920 for more commercial activity on the part of
the Indiana Federation of Farmers' Associations was vigorous and persistent.
Fanners felt that, helpful as local efforts might be, state-wide organization
would be far more effective. Leaders VJEJ1'eeonscious of the critical cir-
cumstances which the farmer faced. Aware of the fact that war-inflated
prices would have to come down, they foresavl the danger that the prices
received by unorganized agriculture would go down while the prices paid
organized industry would remain high. They were determined that the farm-
or t s relative position should not be impuired. To meet this situation
they looked to co-operative purchasing to force a reduction in the prices
of the supplies they bought, and to co-operative marketing to raise the
prices of the products they sold.
At the same time there was an attitude of caution on the part of
some of the members of the board of the federation. They were aware of
the dangers involved and of the disasters 'which had finally overwhelmed
other farmers' organizations unwarily entering this field. To meet this
demand, and at the same time to protect the association, the board deter-
mined to establish a separate organization for the con~rcial activities
1of the farm bureau. Thus if there were a failure, the whole structure
vrould not be brought down.
The Indiana Federation was concerned to some extent with several
kinds of commercial a cbi,vi tYi in addition b co-operative buying, -the1'8 Vias
1HF, December, 1920, p , 24; February, 1921, pp. 12, 30 ..
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co-operative marketing of livestock, of grain, of wool, and of dairy pro-
ducts. But in 1920 buying was the activity most nearly ready to organize
independently on a state-wide basis. In addition to the Indiana Feder-
ation, there 'were other farmers t associations which could be dravm in to
assist in the enterprise. The Grain Dealers .Association of Indiana 'was
a state organization of 230 co-operative elevator companies. Practically
all of these local elevators, in addition to their principal activity of
marketing the farmers I grain, distributed a few staple farm supplies.
They were interested in a better source from which to secure their com-
modi ties. Although not a strong organization in Indiana, the Grange, true
to a long tradition, was interested in co-operative purchasing. The stores
which once had flourished under its sponsorship had failed, but the Grange
was nevertheless ready to participate in a new co-operative venture.
In addition there we re other groupe , and leaders hoped that a little
later they could draw all of them together to form a united farmers t co-
After considerable preliminary dis-
ope t· ha . . t' 11'al.vepurc slng aSSOCl.a l.on.
cussion, representatives of the three associations held a meeting in the
2
offices of the Indiana Federation on December 13,1920. The new organi-
zation came into being that day. Giving it the name Federated Marketing
Service, the organizers revealed their hope that eventuully it might grow
into a great united farmers' service organization partiCipated in by many
agriCUltural associations and doing both purchasing and marketing of many
things for farmers.
1~, January, 1921, p. 22.
2~., p. 14.
z &Ed
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Control was shared equally by creating a so-called board of dir-
ectors of nine men--three from the Grange, three from the Grain Dealers,
and three representing the Federation of Farmers I Associations. Although
called a board of directors, these nine men vere actually not directors,
f'or the organization was not incorporated. In reuli ty the organization
was a partnership and the "ddr-ecbor s If were legally partners. Officers
elected we re : J. E. Leavitt, president; :b'. W. Boyle, representing the
Grange, vice-president; J. F. Minch, of the Grain Dealers, secretary; and
E. G. McCullom, also of' the Grain Dealers, general manager.l The organi-
zation opened an office at 327 Board of Trade Building, Indianapolis, and
announced that it was ready to reoeive pooLed orders. Although planned
for all kinds of' marketing and buying activities, the Service, having very
limited operating f'unds at its disposal, 1ms compelled to conf'ine itself'
to functions which required little capital. Buying met this requirement
better than marketing.
Officers of the Marketing Service wo rkcd out a scheme for the pool-
ing of orders and urged the counties to adopt it. 2 'l'hey asked each county
)
.)
to set up a marketing committee of three to handle all orders for the
county. It was suggested that this committee consist of the chairman of
the county farmers' association, the manager of the local elevator company,
if run on the co-operative plan, and some other officer of the fanners'
association or grange. This cOnL'TIittee was then to choose tovmship or
community marketing cOffirrlittees for each comn~nity in the county. The
community committees promoted the work locally, vfOrkingmostly through
tbvmship meetings of the farmers' association and through individual con-
1
Loc. cit.
2
HP, March, 1921, p. 24•
..., It'.
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tact; they received the farmers' orders and sent them on to the county
committee. The county committee pooled the orders for the entire county
and was expected to buy, through the Federated Marketing Service, in car-
load lots. The county committee also made arrangements for the distri-
bution of the goods after it was received. 1r~nerethere was a local eLe>
vator run on the co-operative plan, distribution might be made through
this organization; wher-e this could not be done, other arrangements had
to be made. Sometimes local private dealers ,rere paid to distribute the
goods; frequently it was distributed directly from the cur-door. A few
counties were much more active in co-operative work than the others. They
had marketing agents or business secretaries employed by the farmers'
association to look after the pooling of orders, distribution of goods,
and any other activities in whioh the rarm bur.aus might be interested.
l
Since the IJ[arketingService had almost no capital, it could not
buy in anticipation of demand and keep a stock of goods on hand for sale
when any of the counties should need it. Instead, a system was wor.ked out
whereby the Service bought when ordered to do so by tho county; it acted
2
as an agent which bought not for itself but for the county. Ordinarily
the Service assumed no financial obligation since title passed directly
from manufacturer to the county pool. The advantage of buying through the
1iarketing Service over direct buying by each county was in its much greater
bargaining power. The Service was in a position to direct many orders to
lThere were at least tvre1ve such counties
of the Meetings of the Board of Directors and of
the Pederated Marketing Service, 11 July 24, 1922.
this source will be abbreviated to l'1Unutes.II
in 1922. Cf., "Minutos
the Executive committee of
Hereafter references to
2~, April, 1921, p. 8.
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one manufacturer. Since these orders we re large in the aggregate and were
all strictly cash, they were a tempting bait which could be used to se-
cure price concessions.
Somemanufacturers looked askance on this organized effort of
farmers to buy their supplies at reduced prices. They had large and ex-
pensive distributing systems covering the state and these would necessarily
be disrupted by the methods of' the Marketing Service. Especially they re-
sentod the price cutting tactics which wore an unsettling element in a
field which, in some instances, had been pretty weLl, stabilized. The
whole idea. of farmers' buying "\:;heir own goods was new, unsound, and dis-
turbing. Consequently the Marketing Servi co had some difficulty in find-
ing manufacturers who would deal wi th it. The fertilizer manufacturers
particularly presented an almost solid wall of opposition.l
The Rochdale principle of selling at the market price and paying
a patronage dividend was not adopted. Instead, the price which the farmer
paid was the cost price of the goods, plus the cost of transportation;
the cost of' distribution in the county, if any; and a small fee which went
to the Marketing Service. In most cases this was a substantial saving
over the price norma.lly charged by local merchants. Of course some of
the services rendered by ordinary dealers were absent; buying from the
Marketing Service had its disadvantages. For exampIe s (1) needs had to
be anticipated and goods ordered we Ll ahead of time; (2) credit was never
given; alli goods had to be paid for on or before delivery; (3) instead of
their being deliverod conveniently to the door, the farmer frequently had
1
I'hLs information is gathered largely from conversations "'I.r:i. th men
who were then active in the organization and is substantiated by the re-
port of the Federal Trade Con~ission. Cf. infra, p. 38.
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to go in 'wagon or truck to get his own goods; (4) little choi ce could be
exercised in the matter of individual preference f'or particular brands.
The farmer buying through the Federated Marketing Service did not, there-
fore, get the same thing as his neighbor who bought through private deal-
e rs , But the real question was whether or not these services were worth
what was charged for them. Manymembers of the Farmers I Association thought
that they were not.
The first important activity of the I'!larkoting Service early in the
spring of 1921 .vas the buying of fertilizer. Fertilizer manufacturers,
attempting to nip the movement in the bud, agreed to boycott the Marketing
Service.1 The Service was, for a time, hard pressed; because manufacturers
declined even to quote it, or withdrew their quotations after making them.
But there was one concern in the South, the Southern Agricultural Chemical
Company, which was quite willing to sell to co-operatives. This concern
had been sot up by the Lewisohn interests, principally for the purpose of
providing a means of disposal of a huge surplus of sulphuric acid, a by-
product of the smelting of copper. Since it had just started in business
and did not have an established system of distribution, it welcomed the
opportunity to sell to the co-operative, which it did in Indiana and in
2
other states of the Middle West. Prices first listed by the regular com-
pan Ie s were high. A mixture of muriate of pobaah and sixteen per cent
acid phosphate, for example, was ~:;49.50 per ton. But the Service was able
to buy the tYro ingredients separately and get them delivered to the f'arm
1
Cf. infra, p. 38.
2The story of this company has been frequently repeated in farm
buroau literature. cr ,; HF, November 15, 1927, ?p. 18 f.
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1
for home mixing at a total cash cost of only ~~25.00. The prices first
announced by regular companies were soon called in and reduced. During
the season, prices fluctuated considerably. Old-line companies even cut
their own prices below those of the Marketing Service. Sixteen per cent
acid phosphate, for example, was sold by a few companies as low as ~~15.00
2
per ton although the Marketing Service price .....l8S ~~20.00per ton. Many
members of the Farmers' Association concluded 1hat these reductions were
made only because of the activity of their own organization.
ant commodity. The next largest selling item vas coal. In the summer the
During the spring of 1921 more than six thousand tons of fertilizer
3
were purchased through the Marketing Service. That was its most import-
vice directed its coal orders through this organization and vms able to
farm bureaus in the Middle West set up the Co-opera.tive Coal Marketing Ser-
vice which bought coal for all the farm organizations. 4 The Marketing Ser-
'f
..'
effect substantial savings.
Arrangements were made vdth a cordage companyto distribute that
company's tvnne at a saving, as compared to the prevailing price. A very
good volume was secured on this commodity, which seemed to be well adapted
to the pool method of buying.5 When the war ended, the government found
itself with a supply of harness on its hands which it no longer needed and
.....ran'be d to dispose of as quickly as possible. I'he lft.:arketing Servico gave
Indiana fanners an opportunity to buy this at a very advantageous price.6
1
EF, May,l92l, p. 3. 2Loc• cit. 3Loc. cit.
4EF, July, 1921, p. 10; September, 1921, p. 14.
5
~, August, 1921, p. 13.
6
lIF, May, 1921, p. 3.
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Fert'l'~ ~zer, coal, and twine v~re the three large items during the Service's
first year of existence. In addition, feed and fencing material and pos-
sibly other items were handled, but only in small quantities.!
A summary of achievements dravm up at the end of the first year of
the Federated M k t' S h Ld ' tmar e ~ng ervice, s ou perhaps 115 first, the fact that
a new type of institution had been established in Indiana. Organized and
operated by actual farmers who left their farms for that purpose, it was
somewhat of a challenge to usual ways of doing things. It had shovm that
it could put goods into the farmers' hands at lovrer cost than other fonns
of business had been doing. The first year increased many farmers' belief
that in the Federated Marketing Service they had an organization which
Would improve their position and would be a weapon in their hands with
which they could secure a greater degree of economic justice.
On the other hand, the operations of the first year revealed cer-
tain deficiencies, for example, the poor quality of the fertilizer secured
from the Southern Agricultural Chemical Company. That company's product
Was good chemically but it was very hard and lumPy.2 A second factor was
the weakness which 'was revealed in the organizational structure. In spite
of a hope ful beginning, the Indiana Federation of Farmers' Associations
and the Grain Dealers Association did not get along well together. This
was due to the fact that the Marketing Service and the local elevators of
the Grain Dealers were in a sensa competitors.
Although the Service en-
COUraged the distribution of its goodS through the elevators, this was by
1EF, August, 1921, p. 13.
2APparentlY due to the inexperience of the manufacturer, the fact
that the large farm bur.au orders wore unexpected and found the manuf'ao-tUrer unprepared,' and the long haul from the South vlh1Ch allo'lJOdthe mat-
er'lal to hydrate.
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no means aLway s dono, and even when it 'WEJ.S, the elevators were left with
a very much smeLle r margin of profit than w cuLd have accrued to them if
a. like quantity of goods had been distributed in the normal VIray. The inter-
eeb of the Grain Dealers was to some extent at variance with the very pur-
pose of the Marketing Service. In addition to this, the Farmers t Associ-
o.tion was much the more aggressive of the two organizations; most of the
local 'work was centered around its oounty and township units. Amongthe
nine partners representing three oreanizations, jealousy and ill will dis-
placed the spirit of co-operation and mutual confidence. Such a situation
was not conducive to efficient operation, arid before the end of 1921 it
'was evident that some kind of reorganization was necessary. Nomore than
any other could the association stand as "a house divided against itself'."
The members of the board of directors also became aware of the fact
tht\t as associates conducting an unincorporated busi.ne s s enterprise they
we re legally partners and that the law would hold them, as such, unlimit ...
odly liable. They were therefore anxious, especially in the atmosphere
of suspicion then prevalent, to relieve thenselves of this liability by
incorporating the company. As early as October, 1921, a resolution was
1passed favoring this step. But incorporatjon alone would not re so Ive the
struggle be tween the Federation and the Grain Dealers and it was several
months before an understanding could be reached.
Since the Farmers' Association was the more aggressive and more
interested of the two ore;anizations, and e sps cLuLl.y since the local work
was done chiefly by its members, the Grain Dealers consented to withdraw
1
~, April, 1922, p. 27.
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and turn its interests over to the others. Written terms of settlement
dissolving the partnership wo re agreed to and signed at the end of March,
and preparations nmde to reorganize on the basis of the lessons learned
. 1
J..na year of operatione
Representatives of the Farmers' Association and the Grange filed
articles of incorporation vdth the Secretary of state on April 1, 1922,
under the India.na corporation for profit lav/.2 The new charter provided
for the issuance of capital stock up to ten thousand dollars; and for a
board of directors of six men, three from the Farmers' Association and
three from the Grange. John G. Brcwn, president of the Federation, was
elected president of the Service, and L. F. Shuttleworth was chosen gen-
eral manager. 'The Federated Marketing Service, Incorporated, Vl8.S an inter-
esting mixture of an ordinary profit corporation and a pure co-operative.
As to control, it was organized like a profit corporation. Instead of
the Rochdale principle of one member one vote, it allovred one share one
vote. It issued twenty-six shares--one to each of the members of the board
of directors, and ten each to the Farmers' Association and to the state
Grange. Thus the patrons had no direct control, although the fact that
control was in the hands of the Parmers ' Association and the Grange did
seeM to assure that it would be conducted in the fanners interest. Inso-
far as the patrons vrere members of one or the other of the parent associ-
ations, they could indirectly control it. On the other hand, the organi-
zution Vl8.S almost purely co-operative in its distribution of earnings;
1
"Minutes," March 27,1922.
2The articles and by-laws are in the 1'r11inutes,II March 28, 1922.
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for the by-laws provided that after paying a six per cent dividend on the
outstanding stock, the earnings be divided among the patrons in propor-
tion to their purchases. Patronage dividends were payable in cash, or,
in case the board wished to increase the operating capital, in interest-
bearing certificates of Lndebbedness , Thus the by-laws envisioned the
Rochdale co-operative principle of selling at the market price and paying
patronage dividends rather than the practice f'ol l.owedby the Service up
until this time of selling at a low first price. This new policy was not
consistently followed at first, for it was more difficult; it required
better bookkeeping and better local organization than we re at first avail-
able; but experience had convinced the board that it was the better method.
Toward the end of the year 1922 the officers announced that henceforth all
business VJUS to be on a patronage dividend basis.l
The most important cormnodity of the Marketing Service in 1922 was
binder twine. A contract ...vas made with the Indiana State Prison at Michi-
gan City to secure twine from the mill at that institution at an extremely
low price.2 The prison mill was not operated for profit, and it had such
low labor costs that it could and did dispose of its supply for less than
other manufacturers had been getting. Vfhenthe Marketing Service announced
its price for twine, other concerns reduced their prices, sometimes as
much as five cents on the pound; but the Service I s price vJUS still two
3cents Lower than any other. Word of this fact spread over the state.
Thousands of farmers who had never before had anything to do with co-oper-
ative buying joined their neighbors in local pools and bought their twine
1
HF, August, 1922, p. 19. 2m', November, 1921, p. 15.
3HF, July, 1922, p. 27.
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from the Marketing Service. Of an estimated total of six million pounds
of tvnne used, the Service sold some tvromillion pounds--one third of all
I
the t\vine sold in the state that year. This was by far the largest
volume of business which the Service had ever handled. Unfortunately part
of thi s pr-Lson-made twine turned out to be irregular in quality; the prison
apparently did not have an adequate system of inspection so that some of
the twine had thick places or lumps in i't. There were many complaints to
the Service, and the Service in turn complained to the state. It had
bought the twine as guaranteed, but it cculd get no refund vnthout a
special appropriation of the state legislature. Since such an appropria-
tion could not be secured, the Service refunded the purchase price fram
its own funds in some cases, thus cutting into its small resources.
The other important commodLby handled in 1922 was fertilizer. The
large companies continued in their policy of opposition to the farmers'
co-operatives; but a few smaller concerns were willing to doa L with them.
The Marketing Service secured most of its supply from the Southern Agri-
cultural Chemical Company, although it obtained some from other companies,
including one in Indianapolis. Prices first announced by old line com-
panies for the spring season vrere practic~lly as high as in former years,
but under the impact of co-operative compe bl tion these prices 'were soon
lowered ..
Fortunately for our record, Congress in 1922 ordered the Federal
Trade Commission to make an investigation of the fertilizer industry,
particularly wi th regard to prices. The report of that body is an illum-
1
Loc. cit.
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inatin," And vj "d d 1u _ .vi ocument. It is a story which does rrlUchto explain the
rise an 1( prosperity of agricultural co_operltGive lJuying associations through-
out the V" 1
d( dle-Wost. To sUlmnarize briefly, the COl!Unission found that the
t,,,o 1arrre st . "o u cornpana,e s
inc pl'incirmlly'
in the Northern states, and the Virginia-Carolina Chemical
'.//ero the .iunorican Agricultural Chel"lical Company, seLl>
(,
vompany in th o Southern state s ,
o'Nnod 105' ""
sub s Ldl a ry concel~ns and the Virginia-Carolina Company twenty-
eight.
The iuneric8.? Agricultural Chemical Compe.ny
Togethor thoy produced and sold one third of all the fertilizer in
the United Str:::.tos.
'The seven largest companies sold sixty-five per cent of
the tot 1
H. This concentration, h01,vever,' did not mean that there W01'efew
concerns in t
. .ho field; rather there vr0re a large number, many of them very
small. P"
m ce s were customarily ~\rrived E~tby the follo'lling method:
The lime ri can l\.rgi cu 1 ture.l Chemical Co. has been for seve r-a.L
~~"rs the most important factor in northern terri +ory and publishes
: a list of prico; soveral woeks before the bOI;inning of the soLl>
l.ng season. - This list of prices is generally adopted by ,other
~~:p~ies .elling in thiS territory including th~ Virginia-C~rolina
'I rmce I Co, , ",hi ch in 1922 sold 24 per cent of , ts product an
v~rthorn Ste.tos. In southern territory the list prices of the
,"ginia-Carolina Chemical Co. are follO'",d generally by all of the
~ompanie s , inc 1udi ng the lImBri can Agr i cu)tural Ch0Jnic01 CD., "mich
~~ 1922 sDld 40 por' cent of Hs tDnnage in southern states. Thio
r pea.rs to have been the custom for several years. The smaller
CD,;,panion, in order tD ,.t businesS usuallY have tD shade these
pn.c 2 cO 'os somevrhat.
Local
agents weN not independent dealers able to d"tenni
ne
tho price at
'which tl
ley resold fertilizer, but egents of the compenios compelled to soll
at th" "
" pnces which the companies detenninod• For several years prior to
1820 .
, fortilizer prices had been fairly well stabilized; but with the advent
---1- ----t)h U. s. Conb'"ress, Senute, Fertilizer Industr;'[, A report on oertnint as e " .::.------;-"'--::-:-- de" "c " 6'7tCDn" 0 of the fertilizer industry by the Federal fre e oo",·o,on, h
hi gr~ss, 4th Session, Sonate Document !Io. 347 (Washington' Government
nt~n'· 0 "1'"c 1 ~co, 1923).
2
~., p. 8.
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of the co-operatives the picture began to change. The established com-
panies were, of course , v.ell satisfied with the status quo and looked with
aversion on anything which tended to change it. Early in 1921 the manu-
fact-urers met in Cincinnati and agreed not to sell to farmers' organizations,
1
but this wa.s undoubtedly in restraint of trade and was not carried out.
The other concerns were very angry with the Southern Agricultura.l Chemical
Companybecause it sold to the co-cope r a'bdve s , as the f'o Ll.owi.ng letter re-
printed in the Federal Trade Commission report shows:
Cincinnati, Ohio, September 14, 1921.
Mr. Horace Bowker.
Vice Presidont American Agricultural Chemical Co , ,
NewYork CHy.
Dear Mr. Bowker: Southern Agricultural Chemical Co. Beg to
advise that this concern is causing some trouble in this territory.
The Federated Marketing Service of Indiana, and the Farm
Bureau of Columbus, Ohio, were down and out, and, so to speak,
their ideas were licked unti 1 the above concern carne into the
field and changed the picture. They have delivered thousands of
tons in the State of Indiana to the Federated Marketing Service,
and in the State of Ohio they are tolivering quite freely. They
have just delivered 800 tons of ac id phosphate to the Pickaway County
Farm Bureau. We have had a lovely tonnege at this point, but will
lose it now. Baltimore has not done any harm, so to speak. The
above concern is not only hurting us in Ohio and Indiana. bub they
are plnyine; hob in the State of Tennessee. It now looks as if Vl8
would have the same fight on our hands another year.
Yours very truly,
c. G. Prescott, 2
Local Manager.
In 1921 a number of small compa~ies considered a plnn of merging
to form one very large company. They estimated that forty concerns might
consolidate giving tho resulting organization an output of a million and
1
Ibid., p. 7. 2Ibid., p. 50.
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a half tons, fifty t t tper cen graa er han either of the two largest com-
panies. These small companies held several t· d
moe t ngs , a vanco d their pLans ,
showed considerable enthusiasm, but for some reason the merger never took
place.
Price Ii t . dS8 vrere ~ssue as usua.l by all the companies in the spring
of 1921 , but they were not ma.intained. Price outting started lnul1.eciia.tely.
Both the 1ar-ge companies and the small one s were involved. Competition
among the members of the "Big stx" was keen. Numerous very interesting
lotto .rs ~llustrating this compoti tion are given in the Commission's report.
Tvro of them follow:
Cincinnati, Ohio, March 18, 1921.
Mr. Horace Bowker,Vice President, The iuneriea.n Agricultural Chemical Co.,NewYork City.
,. Dear Sir: To give you s orne idea of the conditions here in the
,rest, will give you a wire that we to-day received from our agent
at Brook, Ind s s"A firm here is selling 10..4 goods at ~~25cash. Can sell 50
tons 10-5 at $27. Wire. ,IWe immediately wired back and asked the name of the concern
selling at this price and we received reply as follows:
"Smith Agricultural Chemical Cos , Indianapolis, Ind. If you
accept, wire answer."We wired him that we Vlould not aocept his order at any such
reduc·tion in price.Read Phosphate Co.: confirming my telephone message to
Mr. Grahn a few moments ago, I am inclosing herewith copy of the
original letter that the Read people have sent out and opposite
their prices you will note ours. It is a general reduotion of
pra.ctically ~~10on every grade, for our price is in 200-pound bags,
and the ir price is in loo-pound bags. This does not look to me
as if anyone was going to be good. I went to the expense of call-
ing you on this matter, for I felt tho.t we were in position to-
day to perhaps do something with this.This price is also in the hands of our agenoy, the Farmers
Supply Co, , Dayton, Tenn. We have had this agency on our books
a long whLLe and they have from 200 to 300 tons of busine ss every
spring.
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Calumet Fertilizer Co s s This company is also quoting $25
on 10-1 goods.
Yours very truly,
1
C. G. Prescott, Local Manager.
Once the manufacturers got together and agreed to adhere to the list price,
but the agreement did not last very long; in fact, prices werrb lower after
the meeting than before.
Naahv i L'le , Tenn , , March 23, 1921.
Mr. A. C• Itead ,
President Read Phosphate Co., Savannah, Ga.
Dear Sir: Thank you for your letter of the 21st inclosing
copy of your letter to Mr. Welch. I am in close touch with Ellis
and Raglan, and I have been following Mr. Welch's advice as to
working Ohio. Howevo r, by doing this we have gotten no business
in the State, as our prices in Ohio ha.ve been from one to three
dollars per ton higher than competitive prices.
In my anxiety to try and stop price cutting I havo been too
conservative or have let some of my competitors ta.kebusiness in
order that they might see that we we re backing away trying to im-
prove general conditions. I am vmtching them closely now, and I
am not letting any more of our crookod competitors take business
tha t ought to come to us. VJhile they think that they have been
mighty slick and have sewed up a lot of club business, I am rather
inclined to think what they have done will not stick.
The whole gang got together in Cincinnati only a vreek ago and
expressed a desire to stop cutting each others' throats. In less
than 24 hours practically all of them were making lower prices than
they were making before. We certainly have a dirty lot of competi-
tors, but vre can not help it. I am inclosing you Crady's latest
Post-O-Gram. Re has been getting these out twice a week, l01~ring
the price each time. He not only mails it to his customers but
ours and all obhe r competitors' customers. He is one of many that
ought to be reduced in rank and not given the authority to make prices.
Yours very truly,
J. S. Campbell, Vice President2
2~., pp. 68 f.
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Surveying the price situution us a vrhole, the Conunission found
that before the end of the spring season of 1921 all the large companies
were selling at about twenty-five per cent less than their first announced
prices. In the spring of 1922 list prices were not quite ten per cent
less than the Ld.sbs of the' year before; but reductions were soon made and
continued until all companies we re selling for thirty-three and one-third
per cent off. In some cases even larger dLscoun'be were given for cash
orders.l
In bringing about this competitive condition the Connuissi on con-
eluded that the farmers' co-operative assooi.atLona were one of the factors
of deciSive importance. In this connection the Acting Chairman, in the
introduction to the report whdch was directed to Congress. had the following
to say: "Attention is also directed to the benefits which have resulted
to the farmer through co-operative buying of j'ertilizer, which has been
the most important factor in lowering the price of this important product. ,,2
By 'V'rayof conclusion, the following generalizations may be induced
from the findings of the Commi.ssian:
1. Before 1920 the fertilizer industry was a typical monopoly industry.
lfionopoly was not achieved by concentration of ownership or control, for
the seven largest concerns controlled only.si:xty-five per cent of the out-
put, and there were many small companies. But the essence of monopoly
which is a price level maintained high by agreement was nevertheless
ac hi.eved , During this period competition for business at the commonprice
was keen--but to cut prices was against the rules of the game.
1
~., p. 8,
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2. Wide profit margins encouraged uneconomical methods of production and
a viUsteful system of distribution. The large companies maintained armies
of agents in the field. Each agent could sell only a relatively small
amount because there were so many of them; but each received a le.rge com-
mis si.on on what he distributed. Many small concerns were uneconomical
and inefficient because they were so sna.IL, They wo re able to exist be-
cause of artificially sustained prices.
3. Vlhen the agricultural co-operatives first became a significant factor
in 1921, they helped precipitate a radical change. Small fertilizer com-
panies oper!:tting; in counties which happened to have especially active
f'a rm bureaus were the first to be affected and 'were the first to cut prices.
This of course affected the large concerns adversely, and they reduced
prices in order to hold their business. Once started, price-cutting spread
quickly and soon brought a general price reduction of about forty per cent.
The farm bureaus, although not large a:1ithis time, had an effect out of
proportion to their size. They caused the private concerns to compete
among themselves and restored competition in the fertilizer industry.l
The reduction in the price of fertilizer effected in 1921 and 1922
has proved to be permanent; in fact, as a re su'l t of real competition, the
price has from that day tended to movesteadily downward , Since 1922 the
companies have made many economies in methods of production and distri-
bution. Inefficient concerns have been driven from the field; those re-
1
Price reductions from the high "Jar level were, of course, in
order in the 1921 depression along with most other prices, but this re-
duction probably could have been effected by the industry without abolish-
ing its practice of price-by-agreement if it had not been for tho added
competition of the co-operatives.
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TABLE 1
THE PRICE OF FEHTILIZER IN MIDDLE WT!;STERH STATES
Price per ton of 2-12-2
Ye~r Price
1910 • • • 21.98
1911 · 21.981912 · • 21.981913 · 21.981914 · 21.98
1915 · · • 22.211916 • 29.58
1917 • 29.10
1918 · 42.561919 • . • . · • . . 49.93
1920 · • · 41.151921 · 34.791922 · 28.191923 · 28.651924 • 28.65
1925 · · . 28.101926 • 28.10
1927 · 25.821928 · 26.201929 · 26.19
1930 • 25.65
1931 • 21.91
1932 · . • 18.171933 · 19.101934 • • . 20.36
1935 · 20.171936 · 20.201937 · 21.321938 • . . 20.48
1939 · 20.09
Data from Herbert Willett, Fertilizer Prices and
Prico Indexes (Washington: The National Fertilizer
Association, 1938). The figures for 1938 and 1939
ar-e from 0. letter from Mr. Willett.
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TABLE 2
COMPARISON BETWEEN PRICES OF FEHTILIZER,
PIUCES OF FARM MACHINERY1 AND PRICES OJ<'
ALL COMM:ODITIES USED ON FAl-IMS
1910-1914 • 100
Farm All Com-
Year Fertilizer Machi.ne ry modities
1915 112 100 105
1916 120 107 124
1917 137 126 1491918 170 155 176
1919 182 161 202
1920 186 167 201
1921 156 156 152
1922 129 142 149
1923 126 146 152
1924 120 152 152
1925 129 153 157
1926 126 154 155
1927 121 154 153
1928 131 154 155
1929 130 153 153
1930 126 152 145
1931 115 150 124
1932 99 141 107
1933 96 137 109
1934 104 144 123
1935 102 148 125
1936 96 149 124
1937 102 154 130
1938 100 160 122
1939 100 157 121
Data.from U. S. Depa.rtmentof Agriculture,
Agricultural Statistics, 1940 (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1940).
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TABLE 3
SALES OF FERTILIZER BY TilE FARIft BUREAU
COMPARED WITH TOTAL SALES IN INDIANA
(In Tons)
Total Farm Per
Year Indiana Bureau Cent
1923 198 581 11 550* 6
1924 192 417 14 034 7
1925 2~6 148 23 324 10
1926 228 280 23 78:) 10
1927 240 498 32 909 14
1928 221 082 36 522 17
1929 250 201 43 755 17
1930 224 055 40 094 18
1931 166 005 29 375 18
1932 80 384 16 J91 20
1933 99 755 17 908 18
1934 152 824 25 373 17
1935 194 944 31 326 16
1936 245 537 36 968 15
1937 226 887 39 848 18
1938 220 967 33 339 15
1939 201 420 31 411 15
1940 255 059 38 121 15
*Slightly inflated because 44~;acid phosphate is
represented in terms of 16% acid phosphate.
Data for total sales in Indiana 1922-1936 are from Berber'b
Vfillett, Fertilizer Consumption in tbe United states (Wash..
ington: 'rhoNfl.tionall·'ertilizerAssociation, 1937). Data
for Indiana sales 1937-1939 are from the Fertilizer Review,
March-April, 1940.
Data for farm bureau sales are from the office of the Indiana
Farm Bureau Cooperative Associa.tion.
Farm bureau volume for 1922 was probably around 10,000 tons,
but accurate data is not available. No trustworthy figure
for 1921 can be given.
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maining complain that they are unable to make reasonable earningsel Fer-
tilizer is now an example of a. business from which all the pure profit
has been squeezed, according to spokesmen of the industry. Even the co-
operatives operate on an extremely small margin and make little profit.
The end of the year 1922 saw the conclusion of two years of colla-
boration bovlroen the Federation and the Grange in the control of the
Marketing Service's affairs. The association was bound to come to an end,
for it had become a very unequal partnership. In Indiana the Grange had
long since passed its period of great organizational activity and strength;
the Farmer-sI Association, on the other hand, was young, enterprising, and
interested in economic activity, and was far larger and stronger than the
Grange. Besides, nearly all the local activity was centered around the
tovmship and county units of the Federation. On Ja.l1uary 5, 1923, the
Grange, turning its ten shares of s+cckover to the Farmers' Association,
2
left that organization in sole control. A new board of directors and new
officers were elected at the same time. Four of the six members of the
new board 'were directors or officers also of the Farmers' Association;
and Vrilliam H. Settle, elected president of the Marketing Service, was nl sc
the president of the association.
Commoddbi.es handled in 1923 were the samo as the year before. The
board apparently felt it ~uuld be a better policy to confine its activities
l"The earnings record of the fertilizer industry is an unsatisfac-
tory one, indicating that prices have not been mainta.ined at levels which
result in fair profit margins. • • • • This poor earnings record can be
attributed largely to the competitive situation." Herbert Willett, Fer-
ti lizer Prices and Price Indexes (Washington: The Uational Fertilizer-
Association, 1938), p. 2.
2~rMinutes, II Januar~l 5, 1923.
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to a few established lines rather than to dissipate its rosources on many
i toms handled in small quanti ties with little prospect of profit, and the
possibility of' loss. The Service selected fertilizer, coal, twine, and
feed, and restricted its transactions to them.I Fertilizer led all othor
products. Although consumption in the state was less than usual, duo to
the depression which was part:i.cu1ar1y severe in agriculture, the Marketing
Service not only held its own, but increased its fertilizer tionnage some-
what. It handled more than a quarter of a million dollars Vlorth2 and at
the end of the yet\r the board declared patronage dividends ranging from
54 cents to ~~2.07 per ton, depending on the ane Iye i.s and the company from
....zh Lch the fertilizer was purchased.3 The largest dividends we re paid on
fertilizer secured from the Tennessee Copper and Chemical Corporation4
because that company made the best terms. Prices to the farmer were about
the same as the average for the year before, but were less subject to
fluctuation. The fertilizer manufacturers had learned their lesson and
we re accepting the fact that the ir business would have to be conducted on
the basis of a Lower level of retail prices.
On the strength of promises of improvement in quality over that
of the previous year, the Marketing Service again distributed Hoosier twine
1"Minutes , II July 24, 1922.
._--------_._--
2I1Minutes," November 16, 1923. In all cases of volume per year J
before 1926. the department's fiscal year from November 1 to October 31
is meant. Beginning in 1926 the calendar year is to be understood.
3~, December, 1923, p. 23.
4
Successor to the Southern 1~gricu1tura.l Chemical Company.
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made at the I,Iichigan City Prison.1 Unfortunately, although there prob-
ably was some improvement, it wa s still below the standard of good private
brands. More than a million and a quar te r- pounds were soLd-o-whLch, in
terms of value, would be something over one hundred and fifty thousand
dollars worbh-c-a decrease of about one third as compared to the previous
2year. The price wa s a little higher because the last year's transactions
had caused the prison a loss of several thousand dollars. However, the
price of Hoosier twine was still below that of other brands.3
Coal to warm the farmer's home and to use in threshing his grain
was the item handled in third greatest volume. To insure the quality of
this commodity, a representative of the farmers was maintained at the mines
in Kentucky and Virginia to inspeot each carload sent to oounty or +own-
ship farrrers' associations* More than sixteen thousand tons of coal wore
in this way through the Marketing
4
ordered Service in 1923.
Feod, the fourth item, was not yet handled on a large scale; only
slightly more than one thousand tons 'were sold,5 but the founda.tion Vlas
being laid for expansion in the next year.
Tota.l operations for the year ended favorably, leaving the Servioe
vdth a net profit of more than nine thousand dollars.6 Consi~ering the
volume of business, probably over a half million dollars, handled mostly
on a commission basis, and compared to capital stock outstanding of only
1
April, 1923, 2"Minutes,1I~, pp. 29, 32. November 16, 1923.
3HF, April, 1923, pp. 29, 32. 4"Minutes , " november 16, 1923.
5 cit. 6Loc. Loc. cit.
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two thousand six hundred dollars, this year's operations can certainly be
regarded as extraordinarily successful. The Service distributed the entire
amount of the earnings to the fanners who had purchased fertilizer through
it, giving them a refund of close to one doLl.ar- per ton.l
During this year the Marketing Service changed its name. First
the Farmers' Association adopted a new name. The name Indiana Federation
of Farmers' Associations vms long and cumbersome and it carried little
dLsbd.nct.Lon , The popular term, farm bureau. the name of the national fed-
eration, was adopted for the Indiana association early in 1923. The ap-
pellation Feder-at.ed Marketing Service was out of date; first, because it
was no longer a federation since the withd r'awa1 of the Grain Dealers and
the Grunge; second, it did not engage in marketing. Although when first
organized, plans 'were made for both purchasing and marketing, actual oper-
a+i cns were confined to purchasing; and separate organizations had now been
set up for marketing. In choosing a new name, the board desired to show
its close relationship with the Farm Bureau; so on May 22, 1923, it re-
solved to adopt the name Indiana Fal~ Bureau Purchasing Department, Inc.2
Local organization of co-operative buying was a varied and chang-
ing sphere of' activity. The first step was aLways simple pooling. Getting
together and anticipating their needs for fertilizer or other supplies,
farmers in a community would make up a composite order for a certain num-
bel' of carloads. One of their number was then chosen to take care of the
details or placing the order and to have che,rge or distribution when it
arrived. During 1920, 1921, and 1922 these pool masters, as they we re
called, were farmers devoting only a small part of their time to the work.
1 .
"MJ.nutes," November 18.. 1924. 2"Minutes," Ma.y22,1923.
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They received a small commission, typically fifty cents a ton on fertilizer,
as compensation for no little time and devotion. Later as the practice
of co-operative buying became more prevalent the job of the pool master
became bigger. In several counties it assumed the proportions of a full
time job and the county association employed a permanent purchasing agent
or business secretary to take charge of the work. This man was usually
a farmer working on a commission basis, but in a fevr instances he was paid
a salary. In all cases pool buying was centered closely around the local
farm bureau organization. It was the farm bureau members who did the buy-
ing, and it was at the farm bureau meetings that enthusiasm was aroused
and the necessary organizational steps taken. However, not in every case
did a pooled order go to the Farm Bureau Purchasing Department. Sometimes
pools we r-e organized to buy a commodity which the Purchasing Department
did not handle; but even when it did handle the commodity, the pools rather
frequently vrent to private firms. No doubt this reflected a certain lack
of loyalty or lack of confidence on the part of farm bureau members in
their state organizution.
:Most of these pooling operations wor-e conducted on a car-door basis.
The pool ordered one or more carloads 'which wer-e put off on sidings. The
pool master notified all the farmers, who came with trucks and wagons, paid
for their goods, and hauled them away. This worked very well with full
carloads, but fractional cars vrere a problem. Sometimes a neighboring
county would fill out a load, but this was not Hlways prHctical. Frequently
farm bureau leaders knew that if they could just keep the remaining frac-
tion of a car for a while it would be possible to dispose of H. In this
way many Lo ce.I farm bureaus began to establish war-ehouses or stores. '1j[are-
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house space might at first be rented only temporarily. and then on 0. per-
manerrt basis , From this, the next step taken by a number of counties was
the establishment of a store vnth a full time attendant and a regulo.r stock
of goods. These operutions were conducted directly by the tovmship or
county farm bureau association and were not ordinarily organized separate-
ly or incorporated.l A purchasing agent or hired manager was placed in
charge, under the general supervision of the farm bureau officials. Pro-
vision was aLways made for the payment of patronage dividends to farm
bureau members in proportion to purchases.
'I'he Pu r chaa i.ng Department, granting local units a discount of seven
or eight per cent from the retail quotation, gave them the advantage of 0.
vrholesale price. The fund thus accumulated by the county farm bureau vms
used first to pay all the expenses of Lo-ea I distribution. The remainder
was usually distributed as patronage dividends, but in a few cases VIasre-
tained to build up capital for a store or ware house , Likevrise all patron-
age dividends declared by the Purchasing Department, instead of going dir-
ectly to the patron. wer-e turned over to tho county farm bureau for dis-
tribution.
A good many of these local business ventures were short-lived.
started with very little capital and scant facilities, they never developed
sufficiently to become we Ll, established, and were discontinued after 0.
short time. But there were a number of counties in which the story was
l'1'he follOitTing are exceptions:
Bartholomew county, purchasing was one of the departments of' a farm bureau
creamery which was Lnco rpor-a'bed in 1923. (Personal letter from its general
manager); DavLe ss county, incorporated in 1924 under Kentucky law wi th a
board elected by the members. (Personal letter from its genoral manager);
Rush county, incorporated in 1924. Cf", infra, P> 53.
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quite different.1 These developed business organizations which were fin-
anced adequately to carryon operutions on a relatively large scule. In
some cuses the farmers financed the organization by subscribing to limited
liability bonds which could be used as collateral to obtain credit from
the banks, and in some cases the capital was built up slowly out of earnings.
One such courrcy , an outstanding example of success, was Hush county.
It had an activo farm burea.u, and its members hud been very successful in
pooling their orders and buying from the Purchasing Department. Late in
1923, at tho county convention, the members directed the officers to look
into the feasibility of establishing a co-operative company for distribu-
tion of feed, fertilizer, fence, coal, and other suppHe s , A committee
appo irrted tio study tho proposition reported favorably, and immediate pre-
par a+Lon vr9.S made to launch tho enterprise. To assure adequate financing
from the start, noninterest bearing notes aggregating a total value of
~;20,400 were signed by 217 farmers and given to the organization. Banks,
accepting those notes as collateral, loaned money 1.'01- operations, and the
Hush Service Bureau, Iric , , started business in February, 1924. The organi-
zat i.on was unusual among county stores in that it was incorporated. The
board of the farm bureau controlled by appointing the boor-d of the Service
Bureau.
With an enthusiastic membership and efficient leaders, the orguni-
zo.tion was a success from the beginning. In the first year of operation,
the Bureau's sales amounted to ~;a25,000. It made a good profit, distri-
lThe following counties we re the most successful; each had a vol-
ume of business of more than $50,000 in 1926: Wayne, Deoatur, Bartholomew,
Rush, Davie ss , Gibson, Sullivan, Knox, Vigo, Grant, Howard, Monroe, and
Dearborn. cr., HF, June 1, 1927, p. 10.
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buted ~~5,500 among the members as patronage dividends. and left a reserve
in the treasury. During the next four years business averaged ~~140,OOO
per year, and net profits were more than forty thousand. dollars. Pntron-
age refunds were made and enough reserves accumulated so that tho organi-
zation could celebra.te the burning of the originnl no bes a little Le ss than
four years aft.e r its 10.unching.1
At the same time that these developments we re tnJ;:ine; place among
the county farm bureaus, the stu te Purchasing Department decided to experi-
ment with some st.ores operated under its own managemerrb , 'I'he first one of
these stores was established at Indianapolis. Several of the surrounding
counties we re interested in the project and agreed to lend the department
the money necessary to establish it. Space was leased opposite the en-
trance to the stockyards, and the Indianapolis distributing station began
operations early in 1924.2 Livestock farmers found it convenient to take
a load of feed home with them after they had been to the stockyards. Most
of tho business was in feed; within a short time a carload a day was being
sold through the station.3
The board of directors, encour~ged by initial success, decided to
extend the plan. To this end they announced a resolution of policy to
serve as a guide in setting up such enterprises in the future:4 1. No
distributi.l1g unit shall be established until after the farm bureau members
in tho county concerned approve the action in a meeting called for that
purpose.
1HF, September 1, 1925, p. 3; January 15, 1928, p. 32.
2HF, April, 1924, p. 25. 3m~,J 19 4 21une , ·2, p. •
4
"Minutes, II May 29, 1924.
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2. The local farm bureau or its members must raise enough money to make
a loan to the Purchasing Department which 'will be sufficient to establish
the business. The manager of the Department shall make a careful investi-
gation to determine the probable volume and shall not recommend the estab-
lishment of a unit unless the volume would justify it.
3. The Purchasing Department shall issue certificates of indebtedness to
the county farm bureau for the loan.
4. It shall be an inviolate policy to conduct a strict cash retail busi-
ness at such distributing points. The management will be in tho hands of
the Purchasing Department exclusively. In all cases the policy of buying
for current needs only vii 11 be followed at these stores.
An invitation extended to the county farm bureaus to co-operate in
establishing such stations was well received, and several of them prepared
to accept the state Department I s offer. On May 29 the manager reported to
the board that the farm bureau members around Corydon, Indiana, had raised
two thousand dollars for a store in their communityJ The step was approved,
and the Purchasing Department's seoond retail branch v~s soon established
thore. Before the end of 1924 stores were operating at Fort 'Nayne,2 imrora,3
and Milan.4 During the next year, they were established at Harrison (Ohio), 5
Sullivan,6 Muncie,7 North Vernon,8 and Eva.nsville,9 bringing the total to ten.
Business op~rations in the year 1924 vrero the most successful ever
experienced by the Purchasing Department. Thero VJUS a large increase in
2IIF, ~T b 1924 23Hovemer, , p. _ • 3 .tLoo. 01 •
4Hr December, 1924, p. 15. 5IW, April, 1925, p. 5. 6Loc• cit._:.,
7"Minutes, " February 2, 1926. 8Loc• cit. 9HF, October,15, 1925,
p. 3.
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the sales of aIrnost every CODl.TJ1Odity. F'ertilizer continued to be the largest
item, vnth total tonnage increasing almost fifty per cent over the year be-
l
fore, and value close to a half million dollars. Host of this was secured
from tho Tennessee Copper and Chemical Corporation. The sale of feed in-
creased five times over what it had been the year bofore.2 In terms of
value it was only slightly less than trHl.t of fertilizer. The reason for
this big increase was partly the newly established retail stores which sold
more feed than any other commodi ty , and partly the new feed pool put into
operation that year.
The farm bureaus of twelve states combined to form a huge pool and
contracted with a large manufacturer to supply them with "open formula II
feeds. The co-operation of the land-grant colleges was secured, and in
each state feed formulas we re used which were suggested by the college au+hor «
ities of that state. The plan providei that the farmer contract in the sum-
mer, when prices we re low', for his entire winter's supply which would thon
be delivered to him as needed. This program assured the manufacturer a large
defini te volume and a low cost of distribution; it assured the farmer the
b t f 1 t f· . 3e s o rmu as a a a i r pr-a ce ,
Twine sales in 1924 decreased almost half, due in part to the dis-
appointment experienced VIi th some of the twino sold the year before, 4 and
in part to the fact that the mill at Michigan City burned, destroying the
5
Department's usual source of cheap supply. The volume of coal sales in-
1 2
~, July 1, 1927, p. 11. Loc. cit.
'?'vm~, May, 1923, p. 19; June, 1924, p. 21.
4 5
HF, July, 1924, p. 23; July 1, 1927, p. 11. ~, April, 1924, p. 20.
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ere e.sed about fifty- per cent, to more then ~!)lOO,OOO.Salt and a fev{other
i terns were hand Led on e. srnaI I scale.1 Total volume of sales was ove r a
milli.on dollurs2-- twice that of the yoar before--and a net profit of forty
thousand dollars lNUS made, 3 which VlUS four times that of the previous yeur.
Fertilizer vias the commod i ty which "Ilae handled on .t.he largest margin of
profit and which brought the Department most of its earnine;s. Patronage
dividends were therefore paid on it alone, ~i;37,500 we re distributed in this
4way in 1924.
In 1925 the Department, duplicating the remarkable success of the
year before, again doubled its volun16 of business.5 As before, fertilizer
held first place, reaching a volume of three-quarters of a million dollars.
Feed sales were almost as large; those of coal and twine lagged, although
each Lncr-e asod over the sales of the previous year.6
In addi tion to the four established lines, a new department was
insti tuted for handling seed. Fanners frequently complained of the quality
of the seed which they secured from ordinary dealers. Sometimes the seed
contained 0. considerable admixture of' weed seed which was practically in-
distinguishable when it vias purchased. In the case of alfalfa and clover,
the origin of the seed VlUS frequently such that it did not grow we l l in
Indiana soil and climate. The state legislature had passed a pure seed
law, but it Vl'US ineffective and did not give the protection which Viasneeded.
Red clover seed, imported from so utiher-n Europe, was especially bud and was
frequently sold as northwestern domestic seed. This practice waa not
1HF, July 1, 1927, p. 11.
3''1.1inutes,'' November 18, 1924.
2
Loc. cit.
4HF, January, 1925, p. 22.
5In~.D b 1 191.1:, ecem or, 25, p. 13. 6Loc• cit.
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stop ped until a federal lam, "lh';ch +he f
• ",,,,.L • _ ar-m bureaus helped secure, was en-
acted requirin!1' th t
b a all imported seed be ste.ined to make it readilY dis-
t· .
lnguishabl. 1e.
To seeure better seed several state farm bureaus in the North
and Ea"t
v organized in Chicago in 1924 the Federated Seed Service, the purpose
of wl°ia ch was
briefly stated to be to Hinsure the distribution of seeds of
known or' 0 2ag i.n , variety, and quality to its members." Mr. Shuttleworth, the
general manager of the Purchasing Department, was ronde president of this
orga 0. nlzation. I
n 1925 Tffanager Shuttleworth and pre:Jident Settle went to
Utah and
Idaho, a region which produces excellent alfalfa and clover seed
I'm 11 ade.ptod f'o r use In Ind';"na• A t d dO tl °th th
J. .L ... "" '" rrangemerl s were ma e :tree Y Wl e
growers' organizations for the purchase of some of this seed.
3
In one important respect the method adopted for the handling of
seed represented a departure from previouS policY. until thiS time the
Departlnent h d
ad always followed the rule of buying only on or er , or for
ill'lnled 0
'ate delivery. ThiS procedure required little operating capital and
in" 1o Ved 11ttle risk. The Departrr.ent did not have to rulticipate future
delnand
or worry about fluctuations in the price. On the other hruld, the
polic
y of buying direct from the groV,.r required tlmt the seed be purchased
long b
efore it was sold. Because it had saved very little of its earnings
for reserves, tho Department "as compelled to borrow in order to finance
these purchases.4
In the same year the Purclmsing Department for the first tiJne be-
came 0
1nterested in the sale of petroleum products, a new field which was to
~ -----------------~, Je.nuary, 1925, p. 13.
l!., May 15, 1926, r- 7. ;;;..
3.!!., September 1, 1925, pp. 4 ss-
4":Minutes, tI November 16, 1925 •
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assume rapidly increasing importance. An unusual contract for oil and
grease "vas entered into with the Standard Oil Companyof Indiana. Although
under this contract the Department did not itself handle the products, the
company agreed to pay, through it, a patronage dividend to farm bureau mem..
ber s , The company continued, as it had before, to deliver to the fanner f s
home• With each purchase farm bureau members were given a receipt rnarked
"Farm Bureau Contract." At the end of a six month period the member sent
his receipts to the Purchasing Department. The company then paid (to the
Purchasing Department, for distribution) a patronage dividend which was
equal to the difference betweon the price actu ally paid and the price which
would have been paid if all these purchases had been one large order. In
other words the farmer got his oil and grease at a quantity discount, just
1
as a large dealer did. The saving effected by this contract on the pro-
ducts involved was very substantial because of the wide margin of profit
which cha.racterized their distribution.2
The next year, 1926, was a. critical one for the Purchasing Department.
It saw the sudden development of a minor financial crisis, and witnessed the
crystalization of' sentiment, based on six years' experience, in favor of a.
reMand drastic reorganization.
First of all there was a change in the managemerrt, Nfr. Shuttleworth,
who had been general manager for four years, submitted his resignation, to
take effect February 1.3 To fill the vacancy tho board selected one of its
1rw, November I, 1925, pp. 8 f.
2A patronage dividend on oil of four cents per quartwas paid in
1926. Cf., f'1~linutes,11 October 13, 1926.
311Minutes." Febr-uar-y 2, 1926.
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ovmmembers, Mr. 1. H. Hull, a. farmer from LaPorte ccunty , Mr. lIull had
been very active in farm bureau work , having served as chairman of his
county organization from the beginning, and as a director of bhe sba+e Farm
Bureau since 1921. In addition, he had served two years in the Indiana
state legisla.ture.l Mr, Hull brought intelligence, imagina.tion, and a
contagiou.s enthusiasm to the office. His ability as a leader was proved
by the way he solved the problems which arose soon after he became manager.
Early in 1926 the Purchasing Department found itself wi th a deficit--
the first since its organization in 1920. The Department had a contract,
wi th a mil1ing company, which was based on the expe cbancy of a definite
volume of feed sales. Due to the failure of the ten retail stores to sell
as much as expected, the Department pu.rchased much less than the contract
called for from the milling company. A clause in the contract required the
Department to compensate the company for the loss which it suffered as a
result.
The loss on the feed contract was small; muchmore serious were the
losses from other sources. Late in 1924 Mr. J. P. Lackey, sales manager
of the wheaf pool operated by the Indiana 'V/heat Grower t a ASSOCiation, pre-
vailed on the board of the Purchasing Department to buy and store a large
quantity of wheat and oats. This was carried out in the confident belief
that the price was certain to go up; but as a matter of fact, the opposite
occurred. Sure that if it held out long enough it would not have to take
a loss, the Department carried the holdings at cost, and did not take the
loss when the books were closed at the end of October, 1925. But early in
1926 the management, discouraged by the turn of affairs, took advuntage
1B}~,February 15, 1926, p. 10.
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of a slight rise in price and disposed of the entire holding.
From the beginning in 1920 the most difficult and most persistent
problem f tlo - ie Department vvus the local organization of its activities.
Many experiments had been earried out, some successful and some unsuccess-
ful. S"Lmp Le pooling had proved its worth and was indisputably economical,
but "t1 hardly lent itse lf to the large-scale business into whdch the Pur-
chas"lng Department was developing. The directing of pooled orders through
the agoncy f 1
o oca L elevators or private dealers, though at first strongly
a.dvocated
, was never practiced extensively, partly because of the non-co-
Operat "~on of the dealers. purchasing 'agents employed by township or county
fa.rm 1)ureaus were reasonably successful; the board urged their use by
COunt"r.e s as late as 1926, but they did not entirely match the Department's
ra.pidl y growing requirements.
Least suceessful of all proved to be the state Department's own
lost money from the time of their establishment
l'hey never developed the volume of business ""ich
retail stores; for they
until they were closed~
Wa.s necessary for economical ope,..tion. These stores required a concen-
trated
group of fanner patrons living wi thin the trading area of each store
rather than the extensive, thinly scattered int"re
st
which sufficed for
oth
er method,. At first members of the board hoped that if the stores were
llJ.e.•lntained long enough they would develoP sufficiently to become profitable.
JEe.rly in 1926, however , it vmS
the board 1ordered them closed
evident that they would never be succossful, so
although it meant the taking 0 f anothe r 10s5 •
2
--- IllMinutes, II February 2, 1926; April 15, 1926.
2 t th rain trading, and the
ope The total loSS on the feod contrac, e g . t ' Heport of the
Ind:lation of tho stores was 1;26,000. cr .. "Annual Aud1 or19s26 1927una F tr t t" for tho years , • lIere-
after arm Bureau purchasing De~.r men,. . ted to "Auditor'S Report."
references to this SOU1'CO vall be abbl"eVl
a
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The Purche.sing Department was s till wi thout an answer to its mast
important problem--a better plan of local organization. There we re many
conferences and many earnest discussions among those who had the welfare of
the organization at heart. Opinion was unanimous that the greatest problem
was one of increasing the local Lnber-est , Gradually sentiment crystalized
in the belief that the best way to do that was by making control and owner-
ship local. The Department needed most of all the pride of owner shi.p and
tho sense of re spons i.bt Lfty toward their own business which this change
would give to farmers and local farm bureau leaders. On these points there
was unanimity of opinion, but the exact scheme was not at first worked out.
The s bor-os ope ra+ed by several of the county farm bureaus came near-
0st to the proposod pLan, and some of them we r-e highly successful; but they
fell short in several respects. For- one thing, ovmership and control were
not directly in the hands of farmer patrons, but in those of the county farm
bureau organi7.ation. Most of them were stunted because of inadequate cupi-
tal~ and thu t "wasvery likely to be the case so long us they we ro operated
as departments of' the county f'arm bureaus. The general policy of the farm
bureau as established at the beg i.nndrig was to discourage the operation of
business vontures by its units, especially large-scale ventures, although
it encouraged separate incorporation of thet':8 act"ivi ties. A good many of
these organiza"tions were not very loyal to the Purchasing Department, for
they frequently purchased supplies from other sources.
Confronted with such problems, those interested in the organization
1'0 und a strong appeal in the story of the Hochdale co-operative pioneers.
The Rochdale principles of democratic control and ownership of their own
business by the patrons coincided wi th what experience had taught them was
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needed' oythe Purchasing Department.
the h'lstory f' tr
or to Toad Lane store and to report the remarkable developm.3nt
of 00- -, •ope rEd:a ve sOb 0
an ur an dlstricts in :8ngland and amonr; the farmers in
Denmark.
The ~sier Parmer. began to publish
Graduully the vision of a new stl'Ucture assumed concrete form.
To.king the
-British co_operutiveYfuOlesale Society as their model, lenders
plamled to convert the purchasing Department into a 1IJhol0
8a10
agency owne d
and controlled b t
Y he local co_operative societies whioh bought through it.
In ea h
o county they planncd to build a county co-operative assooiation owned
and controlled by the farmers who patronized it.
l
have
It wns a plan which might
seerred .
r unreal arid visionary, but the successes of the past six years
them co f'Ld ak t lot, n , ence , and they were soon taking steps to m e i a rea' y.
Such a plan, calling for a larger and a permanent organization, needed
1U.uch more oapital than had heretofore suffioed the Deper_
nt
; so too board
esta.blished
as a poliCY the setting aside of twenty-five per cent of the net
profits
, vmich would otherwise have bOon used to pay patronage dividends, as
a reserve 2 . fand as oper"ting capital.' As evidence of this fund, cert' icates
of ind
ebtedness were issued in the noone of the county association, these
Cart' f"
ar 'cates at a later date to be converted into the commoncapital stock
of the Pu rchasing Department to b. issued to the association.
Ofneers of the Department spent the remainder of the year 1926
devel 'OPlng and completing the planS for the reorganization, and making up
the loss whi ch the DepartJnent had suffered during the first of the year.
In
the 1
B,st re ape ct th f 1 for v,hen the books were closed they
v oy were SllcceSs u ,
----r-1926 E!, July 15, 1926, p. 10; septe",ber 1, 1926, p. 10; September 15,
I p. 6.
2 '~Hnutes," July 6, 1926; !!!!! July 15, 1926, p. 10.
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had transacted a business of over two million dollars and had made a profit
1
of 4;133~600. All commodities except feed increased in volume of sales over
the previous year.. The total amount of the net profit was distributod as
patronage refunds; except t.ha t , as distinguished from former practice, part
was returned in cash and part in the form of certificates of interest or
2
common stock.
Tho end of the year 1926 closes a chapter in the histo ry of co-
operative purchasing by farmers in Indiana. These six years may be regarded
as a period ~ successful experimentation. Successful bocause in this brief
space of time an organization was developod which had in tho final year a
volume of business of over "b.'10 million dollars and whLch returned to its
patrons a total of a qua.rter of a million dollars in refunds. Successful
also because there is good reason to believe thut it was an important factor
in lowering the prices of f'e rtLl.Lzer- and possible the prices of other farm
supplies. And finally successful because in this period was gained the
knowledge and tho experience which made possibly tho bui, Iding of a now and
more significant structure.
1
HF~July 1,1927, p. 11; lIAuditor's Report," 1926,1927. 'I'he se
figures are for a. fourteen month period. The loss of ~~26,OOOis included.
2rw• July 1, 1927, p. 11.
CHAPTER IV
THE PJDlli.NA FAW.! BUHBAU COOPEIU3IVE ASSOCIATION FROM 192'1 TO 1940
In 1925 the Farra Bureau successfully sponsored a Co-operativo Market-
ine; Act in tho Indiana state legislature, the purpose of which was to pro-
vLde .« better means for the incorporation of agricultural co-operatives than
did the existing corporations for profit laws.l This had been intended for
the benefit of rnarketing co-operatives, and at the time its sponsors had
given no thought to the Purchasing Department. Nevertheless its provisions
we r-e broad, and it seemed better adapted to the needs of the purcha.sing or-
ganization than tho old laws under which the Department had been opera.ting ..
One of the frequently emphasized adva.ntages of this Act was the
protection wh ich it afforded. It prescribed stiff penalties for those who
misrepresented the financial condition or the management so a s to injure the
co-operative associations organized under it. Another advantage was that
leaders felt that organization under this act would bettor enable the associ-
ation to qualify under federal law for exemptions accorded to agricultural
co-operatives. Federal statutes excused oo-operatives from paying certain
taxes und provided that they not be construed to be in violation of the anti-
trust laws.
The Pur-chas ine Department filed its now article s of incorporation
with the Secretary of State of Indiana on February 1, 1927. The new charter
provided for many important changes. It increased the total amount of autho-
rized capital stock from ~~10,000to 4~150,000.2 Of this, ~;100,000was to be
lActs of 1925, Chapter 20.
2Again increased to $1,500,000 on March 4, 1930~
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co",~w.mon stock and ~;50,OOO, nonvoting preferrod stock.
crease in the
Despite a tenfold in-
ineorp ,orat~on' 1w _922, issued no more stock. At the beginning of 1927 it
ha.d outstand'
~ng only t'l78nty-six shares worth ~~2,600. The new plan, of COUI':>e,
called
runount of business transacted, the Dopartment had, since its
for a much vader distribution of ovmership and a much larger issue of
stock.
In accordance wibh the
,,"'- proposal to turn control over to the county
unHs , the Department devised
board of d'~roctol'S •
into te. 'en d,.tricts and had provided for the election of one director from
each of th e se districts.
Tho Indiana Form BureaU Federation had divided the state
a new method of electing the members of the
Pla.n. The county purchasing associations in e..,h of the ton farm bure'u
d'1stri tc s
The purchasing Department adopted the same geno3ral
Tho articles provided that this person be 0 producer of
In addition, the Indiana Farm Bureau Federation had
combined votes.
hOlder:> f rom the district
In case any nominee failed of election, tho stoek-
.,hich selected him w.re obliged to nome another
The new arrangement did not mean
nominee to be voted on by the entire body.
the end
of the c l ose relationship between the Farm Bur.
au
and thO Purchaslng
Department •
also '
an th d' 1927 seven of tlle eleven mem=
e other. As actually constitute 1n '
bel'
, of the Purchasing Department board were members of the board or held
othe r Official positions in the Indiane Farm Duro
au• Tho president of the
Tho,e who Vlere active in the one orgenization v.,re interested
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Farm Bureau, nominated director-at-large to represent that organization, was
elected president of the Department.
By the provisions of' the Co-oparuti ve 1l1arkoting Act, the stockholders
of' any cor-pora tdon organized under it must be either producers of agricultural
products (i.o., farmers) or associations of such producers incorporated under
the same act * This requirement was in harmony VIith tho plans of the Depart-
mont. The "by-laws therefore provided that county associations, in order to
hold the stock of the Department, must be organized and incorporated under
the provisions of this act. Under the law, directors we.re also required to
be stockholders; so pr-ovi sLon "JaS made to issue one or bwo shares to each
director. For e. short timo, after the Farm Bureau relinquished its twenty
shares, the members of the board were the only stockholders of the corpor-
ation; but it was not long until counties qualified themselves and took the
1
controlling stock.
Rochdale co-operative principles were v/ri tten into the charter of
the Department. The by-laws set forth that each stockholder, regardless of
the amount of stock held, should have one vote only. One section required
that dividend payments on commonand preferred stock not exceed six per cent,
and provided that rebates or dividends be paid in proportion to purchases,
rather than on stock. Sales for cash only was the rulo of the Department;
the only exception conceded was that in case the board should declare the
granting of credit to be the custom of the trade, the directors could pre-
scribe rules under whi.ch limited crodit might be granted. The by-laws speci-
fically provided for the creation of an educational fund and for the setting
1
Since 1928 members of the board have not voted as strockhoLdor-s,
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aside of a certain pur t of tho earnings for this purpose each yca r , The
only co=o pe l'v,ti Vi) p ri.n cipLe not a part of the plan vras tho rule of open rnem-
be r shLp, Under tY'EJhew, only farmers or farmers' as soci.a t i.ona c ouLd be mem-
bel'S.
'I'he Pur chas irIp: Depa r-tmen t next f'ace d the gigantic pr oblem of' getting
local pureha"ine: a esocl at i.ons organized in each coun+y, This was the most
difficult thine vrh'ich it had undertaken. '1'0 socuro the co-operation of local
leaders and to help plan the distribution of stock a ccumuLatod in tho names
of tho counties, tho Department called a meeting of county managers find
chairmen. This w3sting enthusiastically approved the plan to turn the Dopart-
, 1
ment over to local control.
By tho eurly part of 1927, forty-one counties had accumulated credit
entitling theIr, to one or more shar e s of stock, but it could not be issw:'d to
them until they had Lncor-po rut.o d under the Co-operative Llurketint_; Act.2 'l'ho
Department Lss ued cc r+i I'Lca te s of interest as a t.emporary expedient and urged
tho counties to incorporate as soon us possible. For the eounties tho now
plan repro aeri bed a huge abep f'o r war-d from their typieal method of pooling
orders and taking supplio::; from the car-door. As compared to the old method
of operation, incorporation meant tho organization of a farn~rs' business
as ao c'i a+i.on on a much more neur Ly permanont bF<~31S, vri th stability, dignity,
and far better finaneiv.l arrangements.
To a s s i st the counties, the state office drew up a model set of
articles of Lncor-poru't f on and by laws. 3 These providod for H " •••• County
Farm Bureau Co+ope r a tzive Association II modeled closely after the sba te Depart-
1
EF, February 15, 1927, p. 5.
2
Loc. cit.
'Z
t) " IIMinutes, March 1, 1927.
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menb , with the exception that its stocl:holders 1I18reto be farmers rather
than county co-operatives. This model. adopted wi tihoub change by nearly
all tho countie s , provided for tho same co-operative principles as those of
the state associfltion. To assure the most democratic procedure possible.
the by-laws guar arrteed tho pr-Lncipl.e of one man, one vote; and provided for
other democratic rules. In the eloction of members of the county board of
directors, the by-laws required thnt a nominuting committee selected before-
hand nominate tvrico as many names as thore were vacancies to be filled and
required, in addition, that the f Loor' be throvm open for nominations. This
arrangement encouraged members to exercise their own democratic wi Ll rather
thEm to use their votes merely to ratify the choice of their more aggressive
Le ade r-s •
The new plan was weH received by farmers and by leaders of county
I'ar'm bureaus. They had for some time felt the need of a change , but they
did not know exactly what they warrted , Nowlocal people voiced their enthusi-
astic approval of a plan which promised democratic control and which emphasized
the importance of local organization.
'I'he state Depar tmerrt sent lao J. Briggs into the field to get the
counties organized. gr. Briggs heLdmeetings all over the state and talked
to local Leade r-s everywhere, provi.ng himseLf a missionury of exceptional
e.bility. The first association organized was in Decatur County, incorporated
1
February 9, 1927. Others followed very quickly; on May 20, 1927. Mr-~ Briggs
reported to the board that ten more v~re incorporated; and f'ive months later
there vJere twenty-three. By the tine of the first annuaL stockholders I meet-
1
From records in the office of the Secretary of State of Indiana.
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in",
t" held' an lhl.rch. , 1928, thirty-three county associations were incorporated
and we re hoLd 'lng the stock of the Purchasing Department.
l
The great: t d i
. ie su lfficul ty experienced by the new organizations was the
secur' .~ng of d
a equate financial resources. Most of them wanted to operate
War 1e lOUSes or s bore s , and for this, a minimtun of s i:x: or seven thousand dol-
1a.rs Was required.
About one half of the incorporated associations were able
The members of the farm bureau frequently 5 igned
to ra'loe this sum f. 0 money *
a lim'tl ad liability bond; opposite his signature each member specified an
amOunt , perhaps one hundred dollars, for which he wasv.tilling to
vme n the total sum approached
be held
1ia.b1e •
twice the amount needed, the bond v/tlS
giv-en to a local bank which then advanced the monoy necessary to start oper-
!l.tion'""e
The
association rented a warehouse or storeroom which was located in
~~rehouse facilities first se-
nearly every in.t "I d 'd'& ance on a ra1 roa 51 1ng.
CUred were
usually small and Vlere obtained for a loW rental.
The board of
d'l.rect '
01'13 en th th 1 egazed a general manager and perhaps two or ree 0 e r emp oy e.
T~ .problem f' Itof finding a competent manager waS frequently a di.I' lCU one.
Every
a man with business experience in handling farm sup-
as"o '" c~ation wanted
P1ie,·., a man familiar with .co_operative principles, and a man willing to work
for a. small salary. Mon with all these qualities ""re almost impossible to
find
• The t' "one which was not
problem of competent managernen v;as a set10
Uo
SOlVed
until aft had been operating for several years and
h
e r the associations ....
El.d trained men in their service.
Feed and fertilizer were the most important coJrimoditi
e
• handled by
the
COunty stora~. hnndled on a larger margin of profit, but
_ }'el'tilizer waS ""
1'~~inutea,. (stockholders' meeting), March 6, 1928.
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feed was an important ne ce s s i ty demanded by many f ...1-
~ arrr~rs wrlO did no~ buy
f'ertil' a.ze r , The farm bureau J
using formulas recommended by purdue UniveI'-
SHy for its feed, emphasized strongly the factor of quality.
About half of trhe aS~,·OC1·"'.t1·0n'"
v"'" <' ~ vJere able to start in business with
a "I'.rar 1e aouao " the tl
o . ie rs were not able to raise the necessary money and we re
COInpelled to
operate on a car~door basis. Some of these counties st!-.1.rted
their corporate existence almost completely vn thout financial resourcos. In
every case
• they had one full time paid employee--a general manager; but fre-
quently they
had no more. To start with, paying even ono mall 'was a problem.
Sorne of the
counties borrowed from local bunks the money necessary to start
operat·aons , wi th the member-a of the board of dire cto rs indo rs ing the note
The managers of these associations
In thi sway, they could handle a
But trouble with the car-door method often developed
ear-doo r business was carried on.
Price to thA got h1's goods directly from the car and a
_ farmer who came and
high er price for goods taken from the warehouse.
SOInetim
es
they charged two prices--e. low
r-illOSt of' -1:;' .. n0 associations
mwIe 8. profit from tho beginning-
Somo at
first pai(~_ ~ out noarly all of their earnings in cash patronage dividends, in
the 1Joli81' that +l ,.. ,., . '_Ild', daB trw bost vTay to incl'case their vol"UIneof business.
noed of the aSGocintions for more Gapital, combined
wi th t'no lJreirlf:~ of' t;' t I r
~ . n0 s aue veprLrtrnent, caused most of them to adopt the
J:loli(" .,y of pay ing patronage dividendo in CN~"~nstock. 'fhis policy, conoid-
ont} ,'.'f fol1ovlod
by moat county "",,"ciutionc (como heve novel' paid e do1ler in
di vidends), has built up tho Gapi to.1 of the countiE)S until
:many 0 f ·1'. .riern are in a very strong pos ition.
"Ihen t}
. ie .Purohasing Department took stock at tho end of its first
Of this, mote than half 'NUS in fertilizer; other com-
Oil , fence t ... ' lres, and batteries.
avo'" .,... ~?120.000,2
_ ' wh i,ch was probably a little more than the year before. a 1-
thou hg eJCucJ.~ f th D t t''. compari,on is difficult because the eudi to·' e epar men' W
1926' 'ilUS for a f'ou rteen month pEl riod.
All of the eHl"nings Vlere distributed
e.s putr
onagp, (.1.' . d 3 . £'t1. rntul'ned to the counties LlS cash,
e.' .1Vl ends; four-f1. .ns 'was "
·nd one-fifth 4as common stock.
Dopa!' tmont 6'::[2.8 tvrico vlha\:; it was e.t thE) beljinning.
Competition in the fertiliZer field YI!" especie1lY keen in 1927. In
an at-I
;elnpt to g'et . . i'l3.ctll1'<>r'"'offered fELrrnel"S discounts
PJ.o re bus 1.nes s, manu .. ~ ,.,
~ . --2----~1CJ')7--1908
HP l~ ~,rl'ud.;tor I S II.eport, . r" r;,.
_"lurch 15, 1928, p. 29. ...l-
SLoc. cit. 4'~linutec," Ilovember 1'1, 1927.
5
"I ...Udl tor I s Heport, /' 1926, 1927.
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from th""vlr advertised prices.
cuttinO'b' the Purchasing Department persuaded the Tennessee Corporation to
grant a. two per t
cen reduction in price; this enabled the Department to re-
turn
To counteract this more' or Leas secret price
an ext
ra large dividend te the purchasers o£ £arm buro.
u
£ertili,ar.
l
Also d .
ur mg 1927 the company which was supplying tha Dap.rtment with
began to cause trouble. This compony had been salling to the Depart-feed
ye ar-s , but it now attempte d to go around the sta te 0rg
oni
-
tnent 'for seve ra.I
tat'l.on a.nd
.ell directly to the county farm bureau units. It quoted to these
units .prl.ces wh'i.ch we re belo'" th'" t . t Ld t th t t
". .. .. prices a which' so 0 e s e. e De-
partment
• At one time it shipped in fulfillment of the Dopartment's order a
lar ge quantity
of mouldy feed, and, according to reports, circulated the
rUInor the.t
it vra s purpo se ly cheapen;ng the qual; ty of the ree d which its old
through the' 2
Purchosing Deportment. These tacticS seemed deliberately de-
Signed to
break up the co_operative purchasing movement, so tlw Deportment
canceled .
,ts contract and sought a better source from which to purchase its
feed.
company roa
de
an apparently attractive offer
But this company, too, very soon attemptedAn Indianapolis rnilline;
WhiCh the Department accepted.
to go around t
tl
'th tlle county associations.
he Department and deal dirac Y Wl~- 'slow in filling orders, gave poor service through the Purchas,ng
Dep
artm ' . ,. p th
.ent, and then offerod some of the count,es lower pnc
es
H ey
"'ould
de.l directly.3 A few county .ssociations accepted tho mill's offer.
think' b t t,ng in this way to save the state pep.r_nt's co"",is
sion
, U' mos' of
thern
rem~{ d d th~t ~n the long run the state organi-
~~ne loyal, for they believe ~ ~
t&,t''on which they noW o,mod would protect their interos
t
s.l----------------~------~~~~~~.. 2''1!inute s ." Morch I, 1927, April 5, 1927.
lAinutes," June 6, 1927.
3
1
",[, 7 No..ember 17, 1927.
1', Lrrube s j " October 10, 192; v
=.
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'The f
arm bureaus of Michigan and Oh1·0 had. t t 0 bh ~ 0
'" a con r-ae VT1'0 a Crllcago
lnill which had be .
en In effect for several years. They now urged the Indiana
organ·. J.Zt\"t;ion t to e s -ablish connections 'Vrith this mill, which had given them
\Tory ( tdO. 'isfactory 0 d th
serV1ce; an cy pointod out the advantages of the re-
sultalt1 large v 1
o 1.l1.'1ebuying if all the farm bureauS should give their busi-
ness to one conce m • T J. th d f tl bh PI '1.-.0 0 D
., owar e on 0 10 year . elrCr1<',Slng opartment
sien de a new feed contract wi th this concern--
the third in a year.
Fe r-hiliz e r sale s incre ase d twonty pe r cent; fa ed' .10 s more
remained at about the some level as those of the yoa
r
before. This
Was partly because of a los' occasioned by the seed division. "hioh had to
carl"y over d tl ba rather heavy inventory from the year before; an par Y e-
cau",,0 of the
in val uab1. as s is trul ce Vlhioh the Departme rrt had gi veri to too
COUnt .y aSSociations, both to the new ones just being organized and to the
old one" .0'" vnth their IIlany problems.
The mosb important new development of 1928 Via' the beginning of the
1ll0\T
ement of courrbv 0 tot ~n""tnll bull: tank stations for the dis-
_ v assoc~a 10ns 0 ~ ~ ~ •
tl'ibut· :1.on
A bulk tank station consists of two or
of petroleum productS.
~o<o 1 dargo tanks, looated on a railroad siding, with accessory pumps an
eqUiPlnont f'or the storing of gasoline and kerosene.
nUrnber of'
From this station a
tank +r ucks doliverto the farmers' homes.
atio n Usually made
0-wn t ru ck~~, and the association
The county asSoci-
~ ---------
1 -----------------------------
'''' • 0 ) l'~9.rch4 1929.
l\hnutes, II (stockholders' meetlng , ,- '
n dri~er or sorvice man to provide his
arl.tmgements for c.-o hod the tanl" to mount on it. The cost
furnlS v -
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of' an 'lnstallation such as this was .not hl' (1'h,·l
'-' and with the farmers f increa::::-
in",
t) consumpt·j
ro n of' petroleum products, it seemed to present a real opportun-
ity for the farm bureau ·to expand Hs seH·vico.
During the y'e ar 1928 th t" I
~. ree coun les lns:;a Hed such stations, tc nd
th
. t t' 2em ln 0 opera lOn.
The state depart-
early the ne t .x year nlne more put
tnent a dn the other
county farm bureaUS watched the progress of these counties
with )'gref.tt interest.
Their hopes Wf)l.e v.rell-founded, f'o r bulk tank stations
proved to be the most profitable ventures which the farm bureau had ever.'
l.l.ndertaY-e• n , with the beginning of the yeor 1930 other oountie' acoeptod the
go-ahe d
a signal and began to inst•ll stations. Counties whioh were alroady
Organ'l.zed added . t d~ them to their service; and new oounti
e, ,ncorporo e , with
the 0porn tion of bulk ,ta tiona as the principal octi vi ty. At the end of
the year 1930, forty-two 3 ware in operotion; and the next year _nty more
....re 1'0 e stabll' sl d 4'" 1e •
one of t'
nem made money, and many paid 1'0r themselves in the first twelve
Or eighteen 5months of .opera.tion•
These stations were extraordinarily suooessful; every
the" .
,rlde t 1 d t nnd the
spread between the tanle-oar prioe of pe ro eum pro uc s -
ThiS remarkable profi tabili ty was due to
price of those products delivored to the farmers' horne.
The tool~ advantaCJ'e of thiS opportunity to increase
county associations - U
~ able to aCC1,m'·11e.teenough profit from tho distri-
Many we1'0 ~ vtheir capital.---y-----------------------.1'l, Bet d dollars for a small st~l.tion.-Hnut ,ween two and three thoUsan
es It D, ecember 2, 1929.
cr. ,
2'll.t i'_,
May 15, 1929, p. 8; November 15, 1929, p. 6•
:3
HP I"_, vlarch 15, 1931, p. 3.
4'Minutes," (stockholders' meeting), lIa
roh
1 end 2, 1932.
5
HF
' t 15 1930 p. 16; August 15,
_, September 1, 1930, p. 4; Augu
S
< , ,
p- 12.
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'l'hey paid their loans from the banks, a nd with appropriate
ceremonies liur-nod the limited liability bonds which secured the loans. More
ca.pit 1a mean t
expanding operations, improved facilities, and better service;
these bJ:'ought the enthusiasm which is a result of succesS and which leads to
bution ra po br-o Leum
for c .ap::ttHl.
products and other supplies to meet their enti re need
ruore "..,Uccees.
The number of counties which were properly incorporated and
wholch held the
stock of the Department increased steadily, from thirty at
the end oI' 19
27 to fifty in 1928, sixty-one in 1929, and seventy-seven at
the end of 1930 ..1
solely on its own strength or .. akness, was conducive to the develop-
lllent of' st
ron g, .g~ressive local leadership. In every successful county
ther e W'€lre d d heveloping leaders-.,.enagers and members of tho boar --w 0 wore
oi'f'1 •Clent
Tho d 1"eve opment
direct· i.ons ,
depended
The now plan, in whioh the succesS of .ach county association
of leadership kept pace vri th advancements in other
tho rarmor than did anyone e1.e in the organization.
a. group of " °rm,s s ronarae S
.t:'a.r lller they met.
service men or truck drivers who delivered petroleum products and
sOllleti mes other supplies to tho farmer's home. These men came into closer
COntact with
and enthusiastic; theY were believers in the co_operative creed
""ho Were ab Le h dot' al" v to communioate their raith to others. liIuo ere 1 18 so
duo the
They were
who daily preached the farm bureau creed to every
With . . 1 strength ceme imProved phys io.l
growing prestige and flno.n
C1a
1:'(\c'1.1i tie s •
QUil'ed the Use of warhhouses.
oper
ntlong on the car-door basis ac-
Counties which had been <'
1"Auditor's Report,tI 1927,1928,1929,1
930
•
1929
tho Hoosier Farmer reported
At the end of' -~;:...:;:;::..;;......;.....:---
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that sixty-two of the associations had such facilities.1 Those counties
which had been oper-at i.ng warehouses expanded into larger quar-ber s , and Some
took over 11:hofacilities of local elevators.2 Allover the state, f'armer s t
elevators wore struggling for existence; although there was little profit
in their oporation, the service which they rendered was of value to the
farmers in the county. Some of the county associations took them over in
order to keep them operating.
During the years 1929 and 1930 the state Department continued to
make rapid progress. Total volume in 1929 was $3,856,842,3 an increase of
31 t t' b l' d . ,\ 4per cen over ne year 0 ore; an J.Il 1930 volume rose to ~(4,463,329.
5~, 6
Neb profits were ~~183.470 and ,jl20'l,,608, an average of 4.7 per cent of the
sales. 7Patronage dividends totaling nearly ~~375,000 went back to the
county co-operative associations in proportion to their purchases ..
Fertilizer was the Purchasing Department's most important com-
modity--more important than all other commodities put together. In 1929
fertilizer brought the Department approximately seventy per cent of its
gross income, while feed, the second most important commodity, brought the
Department less than twenty per cent of its revenue ..8 'l'his was typical
of the years up to 1930. but that yo ar saw the bogf.nntng of an importa.nt
shift. From. 1930 the distribution of petroleun products increased rapid-
ly in importance.
1
1929, 3. 2m,, 15, 1931, 3.December 15, p. Ma.rch p.
3HF', march 15, 1930, p. 3. 4HF, March 15, 1931, p. 7.
5"Auditor's Heport, " 1929, 1930. 6"Auditor's Report, " 1930,1931-
7T1Auditor's Repor+, If 1929, 1930, 1931. 8"Auditor's Report," 1929.
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Durinp' th'o l S year the Departlnent 1 d
D clange its name from Purchasing
epart"Illont t-0 Cooperative Association~
Tho immediate stimulus for this
chango was th
. e desire of the organization to secure for itself the advantages
of the A 'grlcultural ITv.arketing Act and other federal legislation. This
Ie 'glslntioa n , part of a "farm relief" program, extended certain _unities
nd pr'lvileD'. as 1
~ ~o agricultural co_operatives. It had been fra~ed with
l'll.arke t'- lng
't associations in mind and there was some question as to whether
1 s provisi
ons would extend to purchasing organization. One of the provi-
81ons of thi s Le 'l '_ ga s atlon exempted agricultural co_operatives from,Paying
federal 'lncome t
axes, and the purchasing Department "as desiroUS of gaining
this' .>mmunity for itself and for the county associations. The board there-
fore ,"mnted to tnke the ""rd purchasing out of its name and put the word
co_ .=.----.-
,.__ ~..Pe r-a tive.---.;;"..;..,: in.
a.doPted the name
The annual stockholders' mccting approved the change and1
Indiana Farra BureaU cooperative Associution, Inc.
The
new name was consonant with the names of the county associations; which were
ca.ll ad County farm bureau co_operative associations; but it expressed better
the sta.tus
of the organization vmich v~s no longer controlled by the Indians
Parl1l Burea.u.
At about the same time, the~soci.tion took a step forward by enter-
inOo •p " letc the distribution of fa,.,. implements and tractors. f,. line of culti-
acker"• 'nd croam separators had been handled for some tim<; but noWthe
a.ss OCiat' lon
Pared to push the sale of a
established a special doportment for farm machinery, and pr
e
-
i
t contracts
complete line of such equ pm
en
•
"Jere s'
19ned ' '1 ts and ,,,.;til o large manufacturer
W~ th a manufucturer of ~mpemen "......
1ItI
I
' 1930
!lnutes,!1 (stockholders I meeting), Murch 4, •
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of' tr a.ctors for t're" ne exclusive distribution of their products in Indiana.
1
A
county associations arran~ed toimpl ~ carry stocks of the more commonly used
ements·, the re s t d
o or ered from the Vlarehouse in IndianapoliS ,,hen sale'
Were made.
The most
Coo important development in 1930 was tho estab1is)nnent of the
perative Associ t"
• ,on's own blending plant for the compounding of lubrl-
cat"lng 0"1~ s"
An oil blending plant i' simply a pleea ,mere "bright" and
in different proportions to make 1ubri-
lin~utral 11 stocks f' .n 0 011 are mJ.xed
vat"lng oil
little mor-e thun had been expected), started blending on !lay
2
in,., This st t' n jrid
t-"Poli property, locatad at KentuckY llven
ue
and I1en;y re
e
' -
he cent:' was la to r purchase d by thO Cooper ati ve As soC,a ti on. and bec.,.e
r of many of its activities.
15, 1930, p. ~
3"Minutes II, June 2, 1930.
4
1IF
, June 15, 1930, p. 2.-
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from v. b .. USUleSS st 1 . t:;
Me po~n , this plant had an amazing success.
ve nt.u re s . ,1
of t
v.' unclertaken b th f
h
Y e arm bureau, it vras undoubtedly one
o most pro I'Ltable. I
Bureau n 1931 it returned $32,000 to the Indione Farm
Cooperative
COns'd1 e re d
Of all tho
th<> It·,·v 10. HUHJ.
Mich' association interested the farm bUreaus of Ohio and
19an in the
Porat. enterprise. Trese three associations organized a new cor-
lon • called th
and . e Farm Bureau Oil Company, with themselves as stockholders
wlth Mr. Hull
dent ' general manager of the Cooperative Association, as presi-
• 1'ho Ind' luna as .
so.,ation sold the blending plant to the Farm Bureau
as patronage dividends
e1
Act·lng in the
Profi t ,
belief that the greater the volume the greater the
whi ch b 2
egan operating it the first of December, 1930.
ThIn 10 e grec.t depression, which storted with the stoc~ market crash late
v29
Coo ' necessarily had an iIDPorteJ1t influence on the development of tho
perat·avo Associ(lt·Perit . aon ,
y,
Oil Compc:l.ny,
was now
Of certain. e coriomd o
:t.tSelr
reduced forty or fifty per cent ,as a result of the operation
The f armer •s incOllle, loW enough in tim
O
S 0 f pro'-
Industry, to • large extent, was abl
o
to adapt
Agriculture wa. not able to make the
1not b Den' .depa e give~ mte data on the operation. of the blending plant" 19?0 c":,-The rtment 0 because the only figureS nOWa".il
able
are for tho en~,:e 0,1
data f f the Cooperative Assooiation which includes other ac
t V1
ty.
or 1931 is fr6m the "Mdi tor' s RepOl·t" of that ye'"
2
UF
_, November 15, 1930, r- IS. January 15, 1931, r- 24·
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sua t .he T)'"t.1oes of the ."h11 thmgs he sold wore
e the Y)1'"1: lees
driven farther and farther down
of the things he bought . 1reme.med comparatively high.
'l'ABLE 4
HID lANAFAHMBRS C CASH INCOME
(In Millions of Dollars)
Year
1939 • • • • • • • •
1938 • • • • • • • •
19:3'1 • • •
• • ~ f • e •
1936 , f' • .. fI ,. • ,. (I r
1935 fl II • tr • • • " • •
1934 • • • • • • • • • •
1933 •••••• • • • •
1932 • • • • • • • • • •
1931 • • • • • • • •
1930 ••• • ••
1929 • • • • • • • • • •
1924-1928 (average). • •
Income
. . 284 ..2274.6
298.5
265.8
236.0
202.7
152.2
1M.5
181.0
238.1
300.3
284.0
• •
Data frorn U. S. Department of Commerce,
statistical Abstract of the united
ste.tes, 1931-i939, Bureau of tlleCensus
1Washfng
ton
: Government printing Office,
1932-1940). Date. for 19'39 from U. s.
Department of Agriculture, ~ricu1tura!
sta.tistios, 1940 (Washington: Govorn-
ment p~fice, 1940).
The viet"
am of 0 price squeeze, the farmer necessarilY curta,n
ad
his PUreh ases of
bU.ild"lnes
e. \'I'hile
all kinds of farm supplies.
Fencing, machinery', and
whieh
needed replacement were merely patched up and mude to 1a,t
longer.
,'artili,er frequently WOSnot used et ell' end instend of
·~·-:c
i'le:x:' cr. G •
~lbilih: ar-d lne r G. Maens Industrial Prices and Their Relative In-
\;Oh.~ 74tl '
n1; Go"e' 1 Gongre s s , Is t Se. s ion, Sen. to DocUlnent 110. 13 Washing-
t, ok, "Th:
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buying feed for livestock, farmers now substi tu ted grain and forHge crops
raised on their own farms. The farm bureau ass isted in making this latter
change; the county e.saooi a t.i ons inste.lled hammer mills and ground the farm-
or's grain, charging him only a nominal fee e
In the midst of r addcaI economic a.djustment on the part of its
patrons, the Cooper-at ive Association also had ,0 make changes. In 1930
the effect of the depression was not yet strongly felt; and the associ-
ation's volume increased, 0.1though the ra.te of increase, about thirteen per
cent, VIasmuch less than heretofore. But the next year the full force of
the depression was evident, and the association "s volume decreased about
thirty per cent. Net profits decreased even mare, declining sixty-four per
1cent, to about seventy-eight thousand dollars. Sixty-six thousand dollars
were distributed to the members 8.S patronage dividends in that year-, If
this amount had been divided among the stockholders instead of among the
member patrons, it would have meant a payment of *1,566 to preferred stock-
holders, or six per cent on ~~26,100wor-th of stock. To commonstockho Ider-s
it would have meant the payment of$64,800, or a return of seventy-one per
cent on ~~91,500 wo r bh of commonstock. The total earnings in 1931, expressed
as a part of the net worth, were thirty-seven per cent.
The next year, 1932, saw a further decline in volume of sales. The
association adjusted its costs, however, so thai; its net profits increased
about ten per cent.
During those two years, fertilizer and feed were the commodities
which declined most in volume. Ever since the crganization of the Cooper-
ativo Associe.tion in 1920, fertilizer had been by far the most important
1
"Auditor's Eeport," 1931.
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commodi ty hendLed, But now the distdbution of petroleum products took first
place. Vihile obhe r lines VJ9re decreasing, petroleum products continued to
gain, displacing; fertilizer as the most important commodity in 1932.
Compet i.t Lon in the fertilizer industry was severe. Even before the
depression nea r-Ly all manufacturers were able to produce muchmore than they
could selL All manufa.cturers published a price list to which they pro-
f'esse d to ed.her-e, but the t8mptation for a salesman to clinch a difficult
deal with a r-educ t ion from list price vias gree.t, and especially a.fter the
beginning of the depression these tactics we re frequently employed. The
Coopere.tive Assocdert Lon's contract wi th the Tennessee Corporation provided
that the corporation's price to the association be the prevailing retail
price of the other large distributors minus a certain discount. Whenother
concerns made frequent discounts from list price , it was difficult to deter-
mine just wha t the provailing price was, and difficult for the co-operative
and the Tennessee Corporation to arrive at an understanding. The farm
bureau always contended thut large discounts had been freely granted amount-
ing to a general price reduction, but the I'ennessee Corporation minimized
the extent of the reductions and tried to hold prices up. Late in 1931,
however, the two organizations reached an agreement which was designed to
put an end to all such difficulties. A contract was signed which provided
that the profits of manufacture be divided fifty-fifty, hal f to go to the
consumer and half to remain w:Lth the producer.l This document, recognizing
the vital economic function of consumption, was baaed on e. new concept--
that the rewards of industry should be divided equally between those who
produced and those who consumed. It "lUS designed to redress the overemphasIs
1
"ll!inutes, " December 17, 1931.
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Although started on 0. -smull sca Ie , those organizations soon proved
their VTorth. During the depression they were much safer than banks as places
to deposit money. Farmers seeking smaLL Loans frequently found them more
convenient than the banks. To the county co-operative association attempt-
ing to keep its business on a cash basis, the credit uni on vms a boon. When
a farmer asked to buy on cr-eddt at the co-opera.tive store it '1lUS much easier
for the mene.ge r to refuse credit if he could expLeLn that although the store
sold only for cash, special provision had been made to meet the farmer's
1
need. A small loan from the credit union helped the farmer, helped the
credit union, and helped the store.
Co-operating thus closely with the county co-operative stores, the
credi t unions were highly s uc ce ss f'uL, 'l'hose already established grey! s te ad i Iy
stronger while new ones were being e atabLdshed in other counties. Credit
unions were functionin_:;:; in tvrenty-one counties in 1933; 2 in forty-four counties
in 1940.3 The farm bureau credit union in Noble county was one of the first
organized; after only nine months' operation it reported 179 members and
$3,200 of share cap ibal , Total expenses to date were ~15.20. All but (:370
of the organization's a.ssets we re in loans to fifty-four borrowers, fifteen
of whom stated on their loan applicutions that they were borrovring from the
credit union in order to retire loans from fina.nce companies charging rorty-
4two per cent~
1
"MinuteG," (Stockholders' Meeting). lilarch 1 and 2, 1932.
21&,February 1, 1933, p. 20.
~
....Data from the office of' the Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative AS~JOci-
e.tion.
4
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'I'he farm bureau credit union in Wabash county ,''US started in 1931
with thirteen members, and with ~?37.40 in assets.l Growing steadily, this
I
I
I
I
organization had 746 members and ~;lOO,OOOin share capital in 1940. It cLa Imcd
to be the largo:;t rural'credit union in the Unitod States.2
The decade of the 20' s saw a big increase in the number and in the
output of commercial ha+cheries in the state. Before 1920 most farmers
hsrbched their own chicks; only a small per cent of tho total came from com-
mercial hatcheries. By 1930 this had been radically changed; several hun-
dred hatcheries supplied most of the chicks raised in the state.
Various poultry diseases we r-e also on the increase. Partly because
the rait>ing of poultry, though almost universal on Indiana farms, VIas in
most cases distinctly B side line, the matter of proper disease control had
I,
I
r
not been given much consideration. The new haticher Le s , ¥hieh might have been
3
very helpful in this regard, actually con'br-Lbubed to the spread of dLsea se ,
In most cases the opor at.o1'8 did not know 0. ~reat deal about diseaso control;
and even when they did, the necessary measures 7181'0 experisive and compoti tion
"'!.raskeen. Most buyers. putting no faith in dealers' cIe ima to bettor quaL'i ty,
bought on a basis of price alono.
The Indiana state Livestock Smlitary Board at this time estimated
r
that, on an average, the death rate for baby chicks was tvrenty-slx per cent,
4
and for mature flocks, about ten per cent. The two greatest killers wore
l"Minutes," (stockholders' Meetinf,s), 'March I and 2,19:58.
I
(
I
2Da'ba from the office of the Ind iana Farm Bur-eau Cc(')pere.tive Associ-
R.tion.
3
Conversation with Dr. J. L. Axby, State Veterinarian.
<lyear Book of the State of Irid.Lanu, Repor-t of the Stutl3 Livostock Snni-
tary Board, 193-2 (IndianEp olis ': 19~p. 104'1. The figures include deaths
from disease and from accidents.
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pullorum disease and paralysis. Pu'lLorun, whioh k i.Ll s more young chicks
than any other disease, is a germ disease which may be tranmnitted, emong
other VIays, +hr ough the egg. It is especially bad bocause a hen may have it
in a dormant stage and pr-oduce eggs which are infected, aid the disoase may
be spread frolJl one ch i ck to another Imme di.a'teLy after hatching.1
The Livestock San i,tary Board I'o rrnuLa bed a plan to combat the dd seaae ,
This plan was in the nature of a co-operative agrcemerrt between the ha tch-
cry, tho flock ovme r-s supplying tho hatchery with .eg;gs, and tho Livestock
Snn lbar y Board. The only ·waypu'l Lorum d i seaae can be detected in mature
fowls is by a careful blood test. Under the p Lan , flock owners we re required
to have their birds individually tested at periodic intervals, and to remove
from the flock all those with the disease. Tho Livestock Sanitary Board
then classified flocks into three grades: grade A, showing no sign of pul-
lorum on t"JO successive tests; grade B, vrith bnly a little pullorum; and
grade C, with a somewhat larger per cent of reactors. Under this plan, hatch-
ery operators agreed to buy chicks only from tested flocks, and then only
if the flock met at least the minimumstandard of grade C. Both tho flock
owners and hatchery operators agreed to other strict sanitary rules--rules
which 7rere effective in preventing the spread of other chicken diseases
ss we Ll as puLl.orum,
These measures we re expensive both for the hatchery and the flock
owner , and it is therefore li ttle wonder that the first year --the hatching
,
f•
season of 1931-32--only six hatcheries, out of' probably sixhundred in tho
1------------------------------------------------------
Leo Philip Doyle, Pullorum Disease, Purduo University Agricultural
Extension Leaflet No. 153 (2nd od. revised; Laf'ayebbe, 1933) •
I'
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TABLE5
PULLol1UMDI3EiASE
Comparison of the Standing of Breeding Flocks Supplying
Eggs for Farm Bureau Hatche ries wi th F'l.ocks Supplying
gggs for All othe r Hatche ries Co-opernting viith the
Indiana. State Livostock Sunit!:l.ry Board in the Control
of pu1lortlm Disease.
Season 1939-1940
No , Hatch
eries
no. "A"
Flocks
Ho. "n"
Flocks
No. tic"
V'locks
No.
Birds
No.
Reactors
Per Cent
Heactors
Farm B
Hatcher
Other
Hatcher
ureau
Le s 16 184 346 ° 105,084 725 .69-
ies 35 5 559 181 153,179
4,380 2.86
51 189 905 181 ~58, 263 5,105 1.98-Total
Hote: Fifty-one hateheries out of a total of over six hundred in the
state we r-e co-operating vrith the 1ivestock Sanitary Board. Un-
doubtedly the incidence of the di aeaae was much higher among non-
co-operating hatcheries.
"A" flocks a re those judged to be e:1tirely free of pullorum,
having passed tvro successive blood tests without revealing a
single infected bird.
"B" flocks are those in which less than f'Lvo per cent of the
birds we r-e f'ound to be infected.
lie II flocks are tho so in which from fivo to ton per cent of tho
birds were found to be infected.
"Reactors" means those birds reacting to the blood test--i.e.,
those which had the disoase.
Data is from the office of the Indiana State Livestock Sanitnry
Board, "Pullorum Disease Report, Season 1939-1940" (Typed).
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state, agreed to operate according to the plan.l
The farm bureau had been interested in hatcheries for some time; a
few county associations were operating hatcheries, sometimes in partner-
ship with private hatchery men.2 The board of the state association now
felt t.hat it was time to do something. It authorized the establishment of
a central farm bureau batichery in Indianapolis, a joint venture of the state
associati.on and the surrounding county organizations, and agreed to co-
operate with outlying counties in setting up hatcheries in partnership be-
tween the state and those county associations which were interested.3
In setting up these hatcheries the farm bureau emphasized, in ad-
dition to the control of pullorum disease, the control of other diseases of
importance. Poultry paralysis was the most wadespread , This disease is
transmitted through the egg and may be spread by infected hens which do not
show any symptoms. 'l'here is no blood test which can be used to find hens
which are carriers. 'rhe Cooperative Association sent a man into the field
who, in four months of search, found thirty flocks which appeared to be free
from paralysis. A careful record was then kept, of the chicks hatched from
each of these flocks. Those flocks which had latent para'LysLs were thus re-
vealed and eliminated from the program and only the flocks free from paralysis
were used for future breeding purposes.4
The Cooperative Association established three breeding farms which
did nothing but scientific breeding work to improve farm bureau chicks.
lYear Book of the State of Indiana, Report of the state Livestock SanitalX
Board, 1932, p. 1048.
2"Minutes, It J1..me 11, 1932. 3l1Minutesll, September 6, 1932; September 7, 1932.
4InforIJ1..ation from 1VJr.Thad Macy of the Indiana Farm Bureau Cooper-
ative Association, Poultry Dep~rtment.
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Excellent results wor-e achieved in connection vrith such herodi tury factors
as number of eggs laid, size and color of eggs, and uni.f'ormity of egg pro-
duct ion throughout the year. Tile products of +hose farms sold at a high
pr-erni.um, They wore usod mostly to form th'3 breeding flocks for the f'a rm
bure au hatcheries ..
Large buyers of poultry and eggs always prefer a lot which is uni-
form. In buying €I. carload of chickens they vrill pay more if' the chickens
are all of one breed and ago than if they are mixed; likewise thoy will pay
more for large lots of eggs of uniform size and color. So the farm bureau
hatcheries set out from the beginning to produce only three common broeds
and to attempt to get farmers to stnnd ar-dize on these.1
The cosb of operation of farm bure au hatcheries was higher than that
of commercial hatcheries, and most of them operube d for the first few years
without making a profit; sometimes, at losses. Prices were somevihat higher
than those at obhor hatcheries; because of this, many fanners turned away
at first, but gradually they began to appreciate the benefits of tho disease
control program and were willing to pay tho higher price. In fact, many
farmers came to val U0 the farm bureau hatcheries as one of the most import-
ant services of the Cooperative Association. In 1940 there were fifteen
farm bureau habcher Les scattered over bho state, and all but ono wero opor-
utinr.; at a prof'it. 'I'hei.r- incubators had a combined capacity of over one
million eggs. 'l'he farm bureau refunded the purchase price of' all the chicks,
above two or three per cent (depending on grade), vrhich were lost f' rom dis-
ease in the first two weeks ,
---"-lHF, February 1, 1933, p. 12.
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Early in 1933 farmers' co_operatives in the Middle west decided to
eo-operate among themselves, to·combine and increase their purchasing and
bargaining pO'lJ8r. They had already organized a number of regional associ-
at.Lons , such as United Co_operatives which combined the purchasing power of
the Indiana, Ohio, and Michigan farm bureaus. On February 23, five of those
regiona.l o~ganiza.tions, representing fourteen middle vJestern states, organ-
ized National Co_operatives, Incorporated. Formed under Indiana law and
with Mr. Hull as its president, this organization established its head-
quarters in Indianapolis. One of its first acts was to contract for four-
teen thousand tank cars of ge.soline and kerosene. Such enormous volume gave
the organization Erest bargaining po"er. The contract for gasoline and kero-
sene provided that the profitS of the refiner be divided fifty-fifty with
Ilational co_operatives.l Fanners' purchasing associations bought steel pro-
ducts, agricultural implements and machinery, tires, batteries, and other
products through this orgfmization.
Another event of considerahle importance in 1933 hod its origin in
Congres s • The Farm Credit Act 0f that yoar ere ate d the Bank f'or Cooper-
at ive s , a central bank in ¥inshington .und tweive re gi onaL benks. One of
the regional banks wes established at Louisville, Kentucky, to se rve the
co-op. ruti ve as sociotion, of Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, and Tennessee. It
was capitalized et five million dollars and was designed to make loons to
genuine farmers' co_operatives at Low rates of interest, The Louisville
Bank for Cooper atives was co-ope re ti ve in more than one sense. One of +ho
ru Ie s of tho bank was that in order to secure a loan,on association must
buy stock in the bank to tho extent of "lOut five per eont of tho loan.
1
~, April, 1933, p. 24.
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In this wny the co-operatives, us s bockhoIde r s , had a measure of control
over the bunk which served them. 1 Shortly after the bank Vias orr;unized,
the Irid Lane Farm Bureau Cooperative AssocLa+Lon secured its first substantial
loan. ~3ince then both the st.ut;e association and the county oo-soper-a+Lve a
have secured many loans t'rom the Louisville Bank. The amount of these Loans
has been cons Lde r abLe j and although most of +bomwe re paid back in only a
fey! mont.hs , they have been very valuable.
nineteen hundr-ed thirty-three was another depression yeHr for ugri-
cuI+ur-e, In the early months of that yenI' • with the "Bank holiday," condi-
+i ons were at their worst; but a slow recovery was made ar+e r that. The
Cooper a+Lve AscocIa+t ons ' volume of business increased slightly, as compared
to the pr-evious year. In 1934 it mado a rather substantial ro covery ,
Petroleum products led all others in value, although the margin of profit,
which had boon very wide when the farm bureau first entered this field, s l owl.y
de cr-o aae d ,
In 1935 an increase of more than thirty-five per cent brc ughf tho
Cooperative Association's total volume buck to B4,400,000, tho level of 1930.2
Net profit, however, did not rise as fast as total volume. The profit of
~~1l4,000 in 1935 VlUS only fifty-five per cent of the profit in 1930. Total
voIume of bus inoas Lncr-eaaed in 1936 and in 1937, docr-eased in 1938, and
3
increased aguin in 1939, when it stood at six million dollars. The net
1
Farm Credit AdministrHtion, Agriculturul Financing Throur,h the
Farm Credit Administration, Circulm' No, 5 (Vlashington: Government Print-
ing Office, 1939).
2"~nnutes," (stockholders' Heeting), V!arch 3 and 4, 1936.
3"Minutes," (Stockholders' Meeting), Narch 5 and 6, 1940.
,_ .. wc: __ " ...4
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profit in 19~19was ~;172.872, or 2.9 per cent of sales.l If tho v.ssociation
had distributed its 1939 earnings to stockholders. it would havo been able,
after paying six per cent to the holders of the pnef'er re d stock, to pay
each commonstockholder a dividend amounting to more than thirty per cent.
The Coopere.tivo Associntion's rate of profit was much less after
19~~5than j_ t was before the depression. During the period 1925 to 1930, the
average not profit was 4.9 pel' cent of sales; from 1935 to 1939 the averege
was 2.2 per cent. This reduction in the margin of profit was to some ex-
tent due to a change in price policy as H result of the change in the method.
of conducting business locally--from the car-door method to the incorpor-
ated local a ssoo i,ation with warehouse. But the IllOS t importe.nt reasons for
this reduction of more than fifty per cent were the general lowering of
prices by all concerns in the field and the lessening of tho differenco be-
tween manufacturer I s price and retui 1 price. This reduction of prices was
a result of the depression and of competitive condi Hons. The association I s
earnings would have been much lower after 1932 if' it had not shared in the
profits of manufacture. Most important were the patronage dividends received
from United Co-operatives and the association I s share of the em-nings of' the
Tennessee Corporation.. From 1932 through 1939 the income from these sources
amounted to about one half of the association I s net profit.
Since 1926 the Cooperative Asaocda+i.on had been payd.ng part of its
phtronage dividends in commonstock rather tlmn in cash. In this way it
slowly built up its operating capital and its net worth. In 1939 the net
worth amourrted to more than one million dollars. Of this amount only
~?185,OOO(the amount of the preferred sbock) represented actual Inve etanon t.a
1
"Auditor's Repor-bj " 1939.
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of farmers in their organization. The rest was mostly commonstock which
had been issued in lieu of cash patronage dividends out of thF) e ar-nLngs of
the as soc i.atzion, 'I'he total patronage dividends from 1927 to the end of
1939 amountod to ~~1,300,OOO, divided almost equally between cash and common
1stock.
By 1939 the numbe r and variety of commodities handled by the associ-
ation had greutly increased, as compared to the very limited number with
which it had started in bus Lnees , In addition to the old estab l i.shed lines
of fertilizer, feed, seed, all kinds of petroleum products, tractors, im-
plements, baby chicks, coal, and twine, the ore;anization now handled brick,
cement, lumber, roofing, paint, spray equipment, insecticides, harness, burn
equipment, poultry supplies, tile, silos, fly spray, fencing, hammer mills,
inocu.lants, se rum, tires, batteries, flour, f'u rna ces , electric pumps and
other plumbing supplies, electric wirint; and fixtures, refrigerators and all
kinds of household electric appLdcances ,
I
r
I
I
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I
I
r
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The state association also provided expert auditing service for its
county stockholder units. Many of the county associations, when they started
in business, did not keep an s dequabe accoun+Ing control of their opera-
tions and several got into trouble as a result. The ste.te association there-
fore employed auditors to go from county to county uudi tine their books.
l\n educational campaign emphasizing the impo'rtance of good bookkeepine; re-
cords VIas so effective that nearly all the counties had an audit made by
the state association at least once a year, and SODle counties as frequently
as every three months.
1
!1Minutes,," (stockholders' Ueeting), IJarch 5 and 6, 1940.
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Credit has always been a problem with farm bureau co-operatives,
both VIi th the state associ9.tion and the county co-ope ruti ves. A few county
aS0ocia+" t d
e» t i.cns oper
a
'
e
very successfUlly on a strictly cash basis; more of
them operated on u more or less successfully limited credit basis.
The
state aosoeiation con,tantly warned of the danger of overextension of credit,
ond in the last few years the tendency has been to reduce the amount of
credit gi VBn; but a few counties continued to be handicapped becau,e of
capital tied up in accounts receivable, or becauso of considerable 10", from
this source. To encourage the use of cash the state as,ooiatio
n
in 1937
devLsed a plan by which the countie 5 might carrJ a cash depe5 it with the
control association, and draw upon it in payment of all orders. On re-
oeipt of the invoioe for each shipment, the county association would know
to what extent its deposit "a' depleted, and howmuch to send to build it
up again. The state association granted a two per cent di,co
unt
(on a few
commodities, a larger per cent) to county associations which used this plan.
In 1939 somewhat leSS than half the associations took advantage of this
of'f'er , HeaTly all of those associutions which did not keep deposits made
tho i r pa)/TIlents with in ten dB.yS in 0 rde r to socure a one per .cent dis 0'<)unt.
Ofricer, of the Cooperative Association estimated that too counties
bought more thon eighty per cent of their supplies from tho ,tate 0,"001-
ation and lesS than twenty per cent frc<n privB.te doo1ors. Most of the good.
bought outside the state association were taken by a few counties, and the
tendency wus for this type of busine es to decline. J,. very large majority
of the county co-operati
ve
association, were entirely loyal to their stato
organization and bought practically everything through it.
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A dete.iIed analysis of the business operations of the county farm
bureau
co-operative associations is not a part of this study. Such an
ana1y ...· h
_ s i s as already been mado by the Farm credit Administration.
l
How-
over a b . f
, ne summar!' is necessary to reveal the entiro picture of farm
bureau co~operative purche.sing~
At the end of 1939 there wcre nincty-one local associations holding
TVIO 0 f the se we r-e
some
of the common stock of the Cooperative Association.
in Kentucky; the rest in Indiana. Six of the Indiona a"oeiatio
ns
did not
buy enough in 1939 to entitle them to a shUre of stock as thoir port at' the
patronag e divid ends dis tri buto d by the s to te argon i zati on. 2 Thore we re •
therofore, eighty-five active associations in 1939. Fifty thousand forn,ors--
thirty per cont of the number in. the state--held the stock of these ossoci-
9.tions.3
A tabulation of seventy-oight county co_operuti
ve
associations in
1939 showed that they hud total assots of more than 1)3,600,000 and a total
net worth of more thun ::f2,500,000, or average asset' of ~f46,200 and an aver-
age net worth of $32,400.4 The total ,ales of thOse seventy-eight as soci>
1Tl ""raId M. Francis, cooperative Purchusing by Indiana Forme".'rough ,'ederotod County Form Bureau Associations, [<,armCredit Administra-
tlon Bulle t in No. 38 WUS hington' Gaverrune"t Printing Offi co, 1
939
).
2"Minutes." (stockhOlders' Meeting), Murch 5 and 6, 1940.
3
The
d.t~ on thO number of stoc~JlolderS is from the offico of the
Indiana Form Bureau cooperative j\.Ssociation• The data on the total number'
of f'e.rme r-a is from thu lJ. S. B'lt.oU of the Consus• !:!-fteenth CensUSof the
£ni tod st. te'; 1930• occupational ~,ti c., Ind ian_!O(Vloshi ngtom
Government Printing Office, 1932).
. 4Seventy-eight county associationS had their rcc?rds ."udHod by
audltor' of the state association and had caples of the>" flnanc,.l state-
ments on filo in the officS of the cooper
ati
ve Associetion.
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e.tions VIaS almost ,~;lG,OOO,OOO,an average of mor-e than ~;152,OOOfor ouch
° to 1aSSOClU lon. The gross margin on sales was 17.2 per cent, the net profit
3.16 per cent. Total net profits wo re ~~376.000, an average of ~~4,800.
pre s sod as a per cent of net worth, the net profit was 14.8. Seventy-eight
courrby as soc ietLons therefore had totul voLume of sa l ee almost tl'rice a8 e;rea.t
as that of the state association and hud net worths and net profits which
were more than twice as great.2 If all the business operations had been vrith
member stockholders, it would have meant an ave rage of ~~240 with each mem+
bel'.
Electricity has long beep taken for granted in our ci ti0s, so mueh,
so th£l.t urban res idents do not realize that most farmers have not enjoyed
tbis convenience. Only 11.7 per cent of Indiana farmers were receiving C()l1-
tral station electric service at the end of 1934. But by tho first of July,
31939, the number had risen Sharply to 36.7 per cent. This transform~\tion
in four and one half ye ar s was a result of the rural electrification program
of tho federal government, and the rnpid prog re ss in Irid Lana was due in
r
r,
I
large measure to the active participation of the Cooperative Association.
The first federal money available for rural electrification was PU1't
of the general fund of the Federa I Emergency Relief Administration. On
this basis the board of the Cooperative Association moved, in March, 1935,
IThirty-four associations performed marketing services us Vlol1 as
purchasing for their members. The figures given include both typos of
activity.
2The not profit figures of the county associations do not include
the pabr'onag e refunds distributed by tho state organization.
3
Report of the Rural Electrification Administration, 1939 (Vlushington:
Government Printing Office, IP40), p. 352.
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to form the Indiana StuteVlido Rural Electric i'IIemiJorshipCorporation. 1 'I'wo
months lntor President Hoosevel t created the Rural El()ctrification Adrnin-
istl'ution by executive order. The board of directors of Indiana Statewide
UEMC was identical with the board of the Cooper atri.ve Assoeiation. -J.Jith
t.he aid of a loan from tho co-eope rn t.Lvea, StatewideHEIlC proceeded to pr-ornoLe
the movement Lo caI Ly and to supply legal and enr;ino01rine ass Lsbance to
coun+y organizations. Despite the many perplexing legal and technicnl pro-
bLems, this movement grew quickly. Tho £,ir st ope r atri ng organizfltion es-
tabllshed in Lndi ana-c-urid the first in the United StateG--was in Boone
County. 2 Boone County REMCwas an organization of the Ro chdal,e co-operative
typo. ·With the aid of a lone-term loan from the Rural Electrif'icatic;ll Ad-
ministration it built e Io cbr-Lc lines and supplied its membe r s with electricity
at low rates. Twoyears after its organization, Boone County mmc had five
:)
hundred mi.Les of line and VIUS serving 1,600 farm families.
HEMe proje cts wore soon started in other countie s , By 1939 there
were forty co-oporative powe r systems operating in Indiana and tho numbe r
of farmers recoivine; electrici t;T had tripled.4 Indiana was one of the f01'0-
most stutes in the Union in this important rur-a l movement. On Juno ~50, 1939,
there we re Rural Electrification Administration e.Ll otrnenbs in Indiana for
fourteen thousand miles of lines and fifty thousand consume r s , Only the
5state of Texas had more.
1
;'Minutes,tr March 26, 1935. December, 1935, p. 10
3
Report of the Hurul Electrification Administrution, 1937 (Yhwhing-
ton: Government Printine Office, 1838), p. 115.
4Heport of the Rural Electrification Administration, 1939, p. 206.
5
~ •• pp. 350 f.
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Before 1936 the Coop~rativ~ Association distributed a few tmctors
,
this proe;rarn did not d8Ve1o'p very fast because sat.;sf ....ctory
.... tAo arrangE)-
ment e cou 1d not be rnade wi th ",anufaeture r s • However , the Indi ana Pa rm Bureau
Cooperative was very much interested in this field, no .Me formers' eo-
operatives in other states. The interest was e.used by disoatisfaetion
wl, th tho proetiee, of tho tractor industry; eross margin, in the industry
were wide, pr i oes were high, and ",any farme rs fe 1t that unfair means were
us ed to main tain hig h price s • The accompanyine tab Le showS that pr i,CO, in
t he in dustry vte re comparat i ve Ly unre ,po ns i ve to the economic chong
e
' whioh
occur-r-ed betV'lGen 1929 and 1938.
Form leaders accused the industry not only of maintaining oxorbit-
nnt prices, but alsO of manufacturing a poor product. Automotive engine
e
",
had mode many improvements in motoro for automobiles. By the use of amaLl,,
light w.ight moving ports, extremo precision in fitting moving parts, and
high compre"io
n
design--usine only high grade fuels--the motors put in
automobiles were made powerful, economical, flexible, and long-lived. 1I0ne
of +hese prinoiples waS usod in the mODufocture of tractors. Lenders in
the fanners' co_opo"tiVO ;"'voment thought that they should be use d-
lIationol Co_operati"es wos the logical organization to undertake a
tracts for the a"embline of a new co_operative tractor. Motors were pur-
large venture. After much careful planning, that organization mude con-
chased from one of the largest monufacturors of automobiles; other parts
were soour
ed
from specialized manufacturers; and tho traotor was assembled
by a machine company aocording to specifications. Thc first of tho new
"Co-op" tractors were purchased by Indiena farmers early in 1936.
1
They
-------,.- ----~---------------------------------
1"Minutes, 11 May 8, 1936.
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TABLE 6
THE PRICES OF 'rRACTORS MID FARM IvlACHINERY
YEAR
PRICES PAID BY FARJiIJERS
FOR FAItM :MACHINERY
(Excluding Tra.otors)
Y{HOLESALE
PUIGES OF
TRAc'rOI{S
1926
154
100.0
1927
154
100.0
1928
154
100.0
1929
153
100.0
1930
152
96.1
1931
150
93.6
1932
141
81.4
193:'5
137
80.0
1934
144
87.3
1935
148
93.3
1936
149
93.0
1937
154
9;2.6
1938
160
91.2
1939
157
88.4
Index number. of prioes paid Oy farmers is from
the U. S. Deportment 0r Agriou1 ture, Agrioulturol
s tetistioS, 1940. (1910-1914 oqual iOo). .c---
~-.
Index n"",bo
r
' of wholesale prioes of treo
tors
is
from the U. S. Deportment of Labor, Whole••
1e
Prices, 1926-1939, Bureau of Lebo
r
statIStiCS~ernmont printing Office, 192'/-
1940). (1926 equa.l 100).
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we re cli"'t' t'
o a.nc ,vo not only because thoy wore equiPped "i th on automobile type
of motor, but also because each t
ractor had an electric starter, headlights,
brake" ., VI and pneumatic tireS.
ward d
an thoy wero de,ign.,d to pull 0 rubber-tirod troilc
r
on the highway
at
rood speed. The form bureau proudly assorted that in proportion to
their
power they wer-e the mo' t economicol whee1- typo trnotoro made.
'fheir tre.nsmissions gave them fivo speeds for-
The tractors woro ",,11 roceived and a good monywere sold. Howevor,
B. d'
Lspu't;e or080 with tho assembling company over the runo
unt
of profit that
conce rn waS to make; it f inany re su1+ed in the rupturing 0 f re lotions,
1
At this point the Fa"" Security Administration offered to build and
oquip a foctory to assemble co_operotivo tractor, at its subsi,toncc--homo-
stead projoct at Arthurdale, Wost Virginia, and to turn it over to Notional
Co-ope t. 21'0. lves to operate.
hut unfortunately the project did not turn out well.
1I0tional Co_oporatives oceepted thi' attractive
Afte r two ye ur s ,
offer ,during whi, ch a ve 1"/ rew tTOctor' were ",.dc, thO co-0pe roti ve or goni zat ion,
turned their attention elsewhero.
3
The Indiana "arm Bureau Cooper.ti~e took the lead in the formation
of. now co rpor" t ion, N"tional For'" !.lachinery Co-0po r-ati ve , or g£U1iz ed for
the purpo '0 of moking the co_operative tractor.
4
"orm
ers
' co-opo rati ve
.ssociations in ten stet
e
' and in four Canadian province, bought stock in
1"I.linute' , "october 20, 1936, April 1, 1938; !lay 18, 1938.
2 "Minutes , II June 17, 1938.
I 3Cf.. Mill or d Milburn Hioe, "Footno to on Arthurdale," Harper ,
~a.ga.zine H h 1940.~ , !~arc t
4I1Minutes," APril 19, 1940.
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this organization, 'which quickly set about to build and equip a f'ucbory to
1produce tractors before the end of 1940.
Another manuf'aobur-Lng venture of the Cooperative Associ9tion had
its beginning a long time before. In 1915 hor; raisers in Indiana formed
an orc;anization to manufacture their own protection against deadly hog
cholern. The Swine Breeders Pure Serum Company operated independently un-
til 1931, when the plant, at 'I'horrrcown, Irid.iana , was destroyed by fire. The
2
Indiana Farm Bureau, Incorporated, then took control of the organization.
Since the operation of the company entailed some small losses to tho Farm
Bureau, the Cooperative Association agreed to assume the management curly
in H)37. The association reached an agreement viith the state Veterinary
Assoeiation by which tho veterinarians were to be the sole distributors of
3the output of the Serum Company. In this vray the co-operation of tho vetor-
inarians was secured, €i.ndas a result the operations of the Serum Company
became increasingly successful.
Co-operative marketing of grain has had a long and somewhat checkered
history in TndLan a , Loca L co-operative elevators have ex:isted for a long
time in most communities, particularly in the northern half of the stato.
However, many farmers felt the need for organization on a state-wide or even
a nation-wide basis. Therefore in the early twenties two orr,anizations
were formed: the Indiana Ylhcat Growers I Aasoc La ti on, connnonly called tho
"wheat pool"; and a national organ Lz atLon , United States Grain Growers, In-
1
HF, August, 1940, p. 10. This f'a ctor-y is Loca'bed at Shelbyville t
Indiana.-
2HI<', May 1, 1931, p. G; August 15, 1931, p , 6.
... -
VlIMinutes," -January 8, 1937; February 12, 1937.
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cor-porate d, under' the sponsorship of the American Farm Bureau Federation.
Each of these organizations was short-lived.
A little later a new association called Indiana Grain Producers was
established on the basis of the 1ess011S 1 ar d f tL f
ee ne rom 11e. ormer organi!5,utions.
However, the Grain Producers experienced serious difficulties. It vras not
able to build a volume of business large enough to make its operations
economically sound. It did not have the support of a suff'icent number of
farmers and local elevators. The high fees "Thich the Producers paid for
the rent of 8. large terminal elevator absorbed nearly all of the profit.
Lenders of the Grain Producers came to the Cooperative Association with a
request for help. They presented evidence to show that in the seven years
ofth.'r operation thoy had paid in rental fees for the use of the ter"inal1
e Leva+o r in Indianapolis more than twice the value of the elevator. They
asked the Cooperative Association to assist them in purchasing the elevator
in order to reduce this burden. The manHgementof the association gave
this problem v'''"J careful consideration and £inally reached en agreement
wi th the Grain Producers. TIle Produoers agreed to dissolve their old or-
gunization and establish a naw one undar the name Indiana Grain Co-oper-
ati ve , tho new 0r goni zation to have as i ts sto ckho1der s 10001 00-ope rati ve
elevators instead of farmers. 'fhO cooperative Association agreed to pur-
chose the to rminal 0 le Voto rand Lease it to the Grai n Co- opera ti vo on a
privilego-o£-purch
ase
contract•2 The new arrangement assured the complete
co-operation of the local elevators which becrun" stockholders in tho now
----------------------.---------------------------------
1''Minutes. ':(stocV.!lolderS' /Eoeting). March 7 end 8, 1939.
2ItHinutes,:r March 3, 1938; July 2, 1938.
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or I;oni zat ion, parti cu10r Ly sin ce the county units of the Coopordi ve Asooci-
t1"l- •
.~10n now oV'J!ledmany of the elevators. l[[i th the elev&.tors and the farm
bureau bad: of .;t., t' k t' f .
...~ co-opel'a -1 ve l'1ar re rng 0 grtun v/B.S at last establishod
on a sound b~I.S; s , It 1 f b . tl .
-'-_ -8 vo ume 0 lHHnoss grea .y 111Creasel, and Indiana
Groin Co_operative imJoodiotely begun to make money. In the first nino"eon
months 0f' 0per" tio n undOr thO new pIi'll it mode nine ty thousand d
o
110TO, al-
most half the cost of the terminal elevator facilities which it u,od.
l
Ever since the Cooperative Association reorganized on the Rochdale
pLan, it hod been interested in too dovelopment of some kind of co_operative
financial ins t i tuti on. Thi s Bubj 0 ct com. up fro quently in the me0 t ings of
tho board of directors and was mentioned in neerly en the meetings of ,tock-
holders. At ono time the association purchased tho cher
ter
of a d.funct
bank at Vomon, Indi ana , with the ide a that it might be deve10ped into 0
merrt established the Bonk for cooperatives at Louisville, too noed was partly
co-ope rut i ve bonk, but nothing eve r cumo of thi s • Whenthe fede ral govern-
met, but intero
ot
in thO subject continued. Finally, in 1939, the aa soci>
ati on hod the 0ppor tuni ty to buY a bunk 1000.to dot Be
0
ch Grove, Ind iono •
This was an established institution; tho co_operatives simply bought .11 of
t ?he common stock. '
The state association bcught port nnd the county co-
opor>.,tiveo and form bureau credit unions bought part. Officers of the stute
association predicted that thiS bonk would grow slowly but thet it would
b . t t t to th'" farnl bureau co_operative movement.
ecome an lmpor an asse ~
------~----------------- __-----1"1Iinuteo," (stockhOlders' lIeoting), March 5 and G, 1940.
rI
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For many yec;.rs the Cooper a.t Ive Assoeiution secured its f'e r t i Lj aor
from the 'i'e nne ssee Copper and Chemical Oorpo r at Lon , Ear/ever, some diffi-
cultiss developed in this relationship because of the iricreasing advantage
of transport b;? truck as comparod to transport by rail. The L'l£maeementof
tho as aociat ion became convinced that the most economical ar-rungemorrt would
be a fow relatively small fertilizer plants strategically located to de-
Li.vo r I'c r tLLi.z er anyvrhere in the state by truck. Thereforo the association
did not r eriew its contract vdth the 'l'enrwsfwe Corporation for 19<10, but pre-
pare d instead to build its 01NTl fertilizer plants.l Tho first one VIUf> built
in Indianapolis to so rve the central part of the state. It VlUS completed
in time 1'01' the spring season of 1940 and had a yearly capacI ty of forty
thousanu tons--about one sixth of the total amount used in the sbube , A
plant to so rve the southe rn part of the state was built a little Lato r , near
tho Chio-Indiarw border, a s a joint venture of the Indiana. Farm Bureau Co-
operative Association and the Fann Bureau Co-operative Association of Ohio.2
In the StL'T1l110rof 1940 plans were compLcbod for a third plant, to be located
in tho Calumet region for the bone fi t of nor bhern counties.
Aftor the year 1832, petroleum products viera the most important, in
point of volume, of hll the products handled by the Cooperutive Association.
Bulk tank st~,tions we re Locatied in almost every county , vrhi.Ie several htm-
dr-ed tank trucks deli ve re d almost twenty million gallons of g;o.soline to .
farmers' 3homes. The first farm bur'eau bulk stations wore exceod ing Iy pro-
fi table; luter operations were less so because their gross marg ins were
l'~1inutes, II May 9, HJ39. 2 "Hinutes," August 21, 1939.
rz
vn.eport for 1939, Indiana Motor Vehicle Fuel Tax Collection De-
partment. (Mim.eof,n1phed).
.jj &·71 ...
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cons iderablv" reduced. L' k . th .
J.•. ew1S
e
e groSS marg1n of the blending plant making
lubricating oil was reduced. Off' er f th C
1C S 0 e ooperative Association be-
lieved that some of t ...., e 1....rCl'.8 conlp",vlJ'DS'h' , d b th .
" "" _" ",,," Oyme 0 refining and dis-
tril \ t'
11 lng ,yste",' wero tending to cut ",.rgins in di,tribu'io
n
so thot they
made li tt 10 pro fit the re , but 0t the samo time were JUaking1argo pro fit'
on their refining.
1
'the management of the association ,tudiod tho problem of refining
fo r more than n db' d th t th 1 Ld
" year an eo""e con"mco 0 oy "au ,if po",ibl
o
,
own a r efine ry • Then so'""one in Gibson county di scoverod oil. 'tho nexc doy
rnanage r null went there to see if there was enough oil to justify refinery
ope r-atio ns • 2 When the ovidencO indic ato d that thoro "as, the Coopcroti va
Associatio" prepared rapidly to bUild a refinery. Land wa' purchased .t
Mount Vernon on the Ohio river, so that crude oil could be barged up from
Texas in case the Indiana field should P"'VC insufficient.3 The work of con-
s tn-uc+Lon was completed in April, 1940, and produotion ,turted i_diotely.
Thi, refinery ""s ex!"ctad to produce about ten million gull"," of gasoline
a yeur (about half the Cooperative Assooiation'S requirements) and, in
addition, large quantitie' of kerosene, distillate, end fuel oil. It was
not equipped to produee lubricating oil, although officers of the o.soo1-
e.bi.cn stated that the equipment neoessary to do this might be a,ldod luter.
l'I'he Independent petroleum Marketers ASSooiotion tried to seoure
a congres
si
on.
l
ban of thiS .lleged praoti oe, cf., U. S. Congress, Senote,
He.rings Before a sub-oo"",i tteO on the Judiciary on S. 2879 ond S. 2752,
Bills to Divo
roe
the Busineso of produotion, Henning, and Transportation
of Petroleum Produots from that of Marketing pej;E?leum produo~, Sano
te
,
75t h Congre " ,;r,:d ,a "i on Washlngton' Government Fe'int ingOff i co, 193
8
)
The Board of direotorS of the cooperative Assooiation approved tho,e bills
on April 1, 1938.
2'~'inutes," (stockhOlders' MeetingS), !larch 5 and 6, 1940.
3"Minutes , if september 19, 1939.
CHAPTEEv
Sm.·1}'IARYANDCOrrC],T1SIONS
The Indiana Farm Bureau Cooperative Association developed out of
[\ spirit of protest on the part of farmers. It was the same spirit wh:i.ch
some years proviously had expressed i tsolf in the Grange, in Populism, and
in the Nonpar-ti.san League , The Populists had sought to bettor the farmer's
position by gaining control of the government. After this ~tttompt had
failed, farmers turned to orge.nizations 'which wouLd lobby in thei:r interest,
and to economic action. The farm bureau in Ind i.nna was only one part of
this movement. strong farm bureaus developed in all the middle western
states, whl Le we a+ of the Mississippi the F'arrner-s' Union and Furmer-s ' Eq'-lity
became strong. At this time southern farmers made a determined effort to
create large-scale cotton marketing co-operatives; and the iunericnn Farm
Bureau Federation, with other lare;e regional fanners' organizations, planned
to establish several nation-wide commodity murketing organizutions. Back of
the movement, in the minds of many, was tho belief that vlith orgmlizution
farmers would speak ".lith a louder voice in the bargaining which determined
the price of agricultural products. So about 1920, farmers in every state
we re organizing, and out of this ferment there developed the Indiana Far-m
Bureau and all its r-oLat.e d me.rketing and purchasing associations.
At first some of the leaders expected much more of their murketine;
efforts than they did of their purchasing activity. Saving a few cents per
pound on binder twine or a few dollars per ton on fertilizer did not seem
very important in comparison VIi th the much Lar-ge r savine;s which they trought
would result from co-operative marketine;. nevertheless the Indiana Farm
107
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Bureau launched the Federated MarketinG' Service 10.·te Ln 19
b .L 20 with a loan
I'he first year it
of a fevr thousand dollars from the parent organization.
repaid nearly all the loan, distributed a patronage refunel, d
an kept a re-
serve in the trcrlsury for the next year IS opere.tions. From this point the
or gan i.zat.Lon grev,. After the first three years it grew 'V'ri th remarkable
rapidity, and soon carne to far exceed the expectations of those who ste.rted
it.
'l'he method of the Marketing Service of distribution by means of
pooled orders taken from the car-door made possible great seving
s
• But tho
organization of the pools required foresight, oareful planning ahaad, and
cons i.dor-abl e offort• Many farmers would not ",ake the effort even if the
wo re off. Therefore in 1924 the association established a number of rotail
savings we re great, particularly after the enthudasm of the first few yeurs
stores where convenient service was offerod to local far""rs. But these
stores were a failure; thoY lost,.,ney and finally had to be closed. The
a'sociation was then confronted with a dilemma; on the one hand, the car-
door method of distribution put definite limit' on further expansion; on
the other, the local stores had proved a failure.
It was because of these circumstances that the association +urned
to the Rochdale principles in 1927. The most important change, made at that
time were the creation of incorporated and democraticclly ova,ed ond con-
trolled loeol o"ocio
tion
,; bhe change of the state e"oeiatio
n
into a whole-
""I " t' 11 -ned and controlled; and the adoption of
sa e orgar12ze.tlon democra lca Y OVw
th port of the e n.'·nings to build up operating capital.
e policy of keeping ~ v.
T
1. "proved suocessful. Farmers liked the idea
ne new county assoclat1.ons soon
of B~f'ore 1927 the association vIas almost constantly chang-
. local control. ""
------~--~=...=~'=.~~~======~-------------
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in€: and adopting new schemes; since that dute there have been pn'.ctically
no changes, and no demands for changes. 'I'he organizational structure and
operatin{,: policies adopted in 1927 were almost perfectly adapted to the needs
of the assQciation.
Hot only the ore;anizational structure but H130 the ideology of the
Rochde.le consumer co-operative movernenb was emphasLzed , It is not correct
to say that it was adopted hore , for this manner of thinking had been part
or the orgunize.tion to some extent t'rom the beginning_ .After 1927 it l'I§S
a much more important part. Indubitably the leaders oi' the organization
considered their assooiut Lon to be a part oi' the world-wide consumer co-
operative movement, and they felt that they had a part in brineing about
the desiruble charrges whLch they expected to come from that movement. They
conducted u oampaign to indoctrinate the farmers of the state wl th this
thought.
Judged by the standards of busLnessmeri, the most remarkable thing
about the co-oIJerati ve organization is the profits which it has consistently
made. It started in business VIith only a SInHII loan, whLch it rapidly paid
back. In nineteen years it paid close to a million dollars in cash patron-
age dividends, buI lb up 8. net wo rth of a million dollars and uai.d the usuaI, ~
stock dividends. Before the depression there Vias not a single year- in
which the as soola+Lon t s net profit did not exceed its net worth. After the
depression, profits were at a lower rate but Were still largo.
The Cooperati ve Association has been very fortunate in its manage>
ment. '1'he board of' directors, the general manager, and the higher officials
have been agGressive, soc Ia.Lly intelligent, devoted to their work, and able
in the details ot' bus ines to Much ot' the credit t'or the success of the nasooi>
ation is due to them.
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The assooiation has always proclaiw.ed as a principle that since it
owned by its patron. it conl d 1mvO no in te re st other than that 0 f the
pnCrons, oven if the organizetion was sop..ewh
at
hurt thoreby. I
n support of
th i"· :l
_ 0 "e a, spot
e
smen of the asSocio tion point to the policy of thO co-
operative in regard to feed. AlthOUgh it .ell
s
feed, it has encouraged
and he 1pod the furm. rs to fee d hi s hOme- gro"" groins. Manyoft he county
.ssociation
s
nro equipped to grind this groin whero tho fa_
r
oonno
t
grind
1t h imseIf. Tho state aSSocio ti on promoted the use of supplement feedS--
that is, feeds "hich are very rioh in the rood element' which ure l.ckin~
in the fermer's own grain. A smell quantity of the supplement feod added
their feed costs, at the expense of the "olume of soles of the Cooperative
Asnociation.
a good but profitleSS service is the chick hatcheri
os
, which lost money at
A other inKtsnce of the v,;.llingness of the association to undortak
e
merrt continued the operation of the hatcheries beca
u5e
the ha tcheri
es
y," re
tho beginning beoause of the eXpanse of the ,lisease-free progr
a
",. The man"go-
important enough to justify the cost.
'rhO work of the Indiana statewide 1<urol "Ie ctric )Zember,hip corpor-
it without any assurance at first that tho money would ever be repaid. The
board of directors approved thiS loan MCause of the importance of the rurol
price levels is extremelY difficult to meaSure. Its rapidly expan<lod voI>
electrificationpro~rrun.
........
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"b" refunds vMch it paid. Very soon artor its organizatlon tho volumo of
the a"'" .
0000'"t10
n
was large enough to make it a fac·tor of importance in the
pr Lce s of fertilizer and twine, and a little bter, in -bhe prices of other
commodi ty line s • On the arc ti cal gran ndsalone its eerns probabLe tho t be-
cause of the CooporatiVe A,"ociotion the prices of all concerns are lower.
At first the aosooiation sold farm supplies at lo""r pri
cc
, than did other
concerns. A 11ttle late r it abandoned thiS policY, but it rei"nd
ed
patron-
age d1vid end s , vrhich, in the long run, rnu st have hOd S Ubston t1 ally tho seme
effect as a direct cut in prices.
The data in Table 7 lends support to this conclusion in the case of
fertilize r , ;,artil ize r prices in 1940 wera lo",or in Indi
ons
, Ohio, and
Michigan, the thr
eo
states "hOro the lorgest amount of fertilizer is dis-
tribute d oo_opor
oti
ve ly. In the sta tos of III ino is, 1fi"c
ons
in, Pennsylvania,
Kentu cky , Tenn
es
seo, and West Virginia ,o"e fe rtili,e
r
is diS tri bu ted co-
operatively, but the ronount is considerablY lesS than in Ind1
ana
, Ohio, and
Miohigan. The price in thO non_co_operative states averaged fourteen por
oont highe r than thO price in thO co_operatiVe sts tos, but, except for the
suporpho" phat e (0- 20-
0
), the di ffo re nce hatwo
e
n t h0 st. to s "i th in eaoh group
1
is slight.
Bureau Cooperative ."s its exp.ns ion in to the ",anufacture of tho co",,,,,ditie 5
whioh it distributed. The first venture into production wus the extremoly
profi tabl
o
blending of lubricating oil. The form bureau hatcheries wore
OnOof the most i:mportant and Signifioant t.ndanci
es
of the Ferm
~-------------------------------------------
ITandin- to we.
ken
thiS .rgwnent is the ract thnt in Illino[s, U
state which us;s relatively little rertilizer, thO per cent of co_operative
distribution is high, .1 though the ,""aunt in tons is loW.
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the second enterprise of this type. In 1937 the as aoci.at i.on undertook the
manufacture of serum; in 1939 and 1940 it built f'ert i.Li.zer f'acto r ie s , a
refinery, and a tractor assembly plant. 'l'hi s development vias analogous to
the expansion of consumers I co-operatives in England and in the Scandi.navLan
countries. In each case the motive VIas the belief tha.t the co-operative
could improve the quuli ty or lower the cos t by manufacturing its own goods.
The arJili ty of I'armor-s I pur cha.si.ng co-operatives in the different states to
wo r-k togethe r greatly as si sted this development. In many cases a manu-
facturing proJect was too large to be undertaken by one state, but a com-
bination of states could easily undertake it. In 1939 and 1940 several
such combinations were made and still more were projected.
At the time of the writing of this paper, the latter part of 1940,
there is no sign that the Cooperative Association has reached tho limit of
its growth. On the contrary, the evidence points toward continued expari-
s ion and increasing influence. Hot only in Indiana, but al I over the
Uni t~d states, agricultural co-operati ve pur cha s i.ng assoode.tri ons are ex-
1
panding their operations and are increasing in importance.
Few co-operative leaders are so bold us to predict that all busi-
ness will be conducted in the co-operative manner in tho near futuro. But
unless indexes fail and present trends are reversed, a larger proportion
of business is likely to be co-operative business. If this be true then
it is important to arrive at some tentutive conclusions.
Although co-operatives are a type of economic orgnnization funda-
mentally different from the cap i,t.aLi.st type, they do not involve a sudden
i
Elsv/orth, Op. ol t ,, p. 26.
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or rovolutionary change. "hereas other movnments ask in have their schemes
of reform accepted and put intI) effect all at once,
co_operative leaders de-
p re oate too rapid a g,rowth. SloWgro
v
th 11 t~
.' , en" e s ne co_operative mM"ge-
merrc and "",mbership to l09.rJt by experiencc and to become educated to their
experience; other systems ask to be .ccopted on the basis of roaso
n
a
responsibilities.
Co-0pcrat ivo6 gro." and deve lop thro ugh rc as on gui dod by
priori. co_operatives can exist side by side with capHali
st
business ,,;_th-
The two types compete with each
out . +1
el " 1er one' s driving the athe r out.
other on equal terms exa"tly as two oapitoli,t businures compote. The
competition of the capitdist keep. tho co_operative alert; for this reMon
it ;8 welco
rred
by many leaders of the movement. When tho Indiana Farm Bur-
eau Coop. rat i ve first CO"" 1.nto exi ,tonce, it hod con. idarahl
e
difficulty
in ,ts relations ,,;_th pr' vato business. ThB fortili
zer
industry tried to
boy cott thO aSS0Ci.t ion , and 0 thOr bUSino ssos expro s s
0
d oppos i ti on. How-
ever .rith time thes
a
condi ti on. greatlY improved. ThOassociation co"ed
to be tho object of specisl fear. Businessmen camo to accept the co-opera-
+ive typo of organizaUon as a type almost as natural as their own.
Co-
o
pe r>i.e ;."10 0 can be "" rJ e f'fi oient--i'ullY as effici ont as oapi tol-
i,t busin
e
s6. Thcr
o
have been, of oourso, many failures ronongoo_opora.i V
OS
,
inohis res poc
t
• Most of tho fail uras of eo-ope ra ti va s hove been ","ong
tho markot, ng e"'O cis t ions. The Indi ruta Farm Bureau Cooperat ive was not
extremely efficient before 1930 in spite of--
und
probHuly uccau
s
" o,'--th
o
ract that it ",ode such • l.rge profit. But during the depression, de<lli~-
ing margins and profits emphasized the importanoe of ""tto
r
practioes.
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Details of office organization and op0rf;'.tions wr.:~1'0 con"t~mtly improved un-
til tho~! reached an admi r abLe der.;ree of' efficiency. It has a Iways been
tho policy of the eW10ciation to keep at D. minimum its expenditures for
nonproductiv~ factors such as advortisinc. In proportion to snles, its
cxpcnd itu re s for promotion have beon much less than in many sam iLe.r capit8.1-
ist bus i ne sso c , The loyalty of the members, plus the pu+ronage re funds
distributed by the county associations, made lHrce expenditures for su Lo s
promo-t; io n unne cos s ary •
I·'f'" I.. ·t'· t't'.~ i:J.Clen\, co-ope r a .a ve s may serve a sig:nificant role us oompetn aon
stimulators. Adam Smith emphasized the import'Ulce of competition and tho
detriment to the economic structure that monopoly in any degree vou Ld Co.uS'J.
However the trend toward monopoly is a natural tendency of capi tulism. Too
I'r-oquent Iy a very r-eaL struggle for bus Lne ss tends to obscure tho f'act thnt
e f'f'ect Ive monopoly has made pr.i.cos higher than they should be according to
Smith's ana Lys Ls, Arrt lcr-ust. legislation is effective in preventing monopoly
in its most obvious form, but is power Loss against inflexible price struc-
tures--a more sub'tLe manifestation of the same tendency. 1.IHnyeconomic
theorists consider this a key fact0r in the explanation of bu~inoss cycles.
The story of the "trust-busting:! activities of Senndino.vian co-
ope rutri ve s has been +oLd frequently. Best known is tht1 factory bunt by
the Swedish societies for the manuf'ac'bur-e of electric light bulbs. This
was built for the purpose of breakinc the Crip of a Corrti.nerrbeL curbe I
which had an absolute monopoly. Less spectacular, .buf not less important,
is the effect of co-operatives in the lowering of inflexible price struc-
tures. Rochdale principles require that co-operative as sociu t.Lone dis-
tribute at the prevailinr; price. If thnt price is too high, tho associ-
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1>10nwi 11 make la r~e pro fit s , pay large patronage di vi dends, incr
e
ase its
co. ·t
pa 01, and teke a l.r~er and larger por cent of the busino
ss
from other
distributors. Th . ··t hI ff t 'I
e lnov,' e eec wi, 1 be a ,..duction of' the price.
Co_operation differs from capitalism in that it places major em-
phasiS
on consumption rather thOn on production. For a cont'>ry and a half
capitalism has striven to inMeose production, end it has been amazingly
suoce s s t'u l . Iff t' th -r-r t' tln an a conomy 0 new ron ,ors-- 0 "os 1D . ie 'Jniced states,
and tho ovorseas colonies of European nations--the problem of distribution
did not present itself seriously. But now new f'rontiers are no longer a
significant factor. p,ny cxpansion which takes place in the future cannot
be on the basis of new markets; it must be in the develop"ent of old ono
s
•
If we cannot now hope to expand on the basiS of the market in China, we must
devo 10p the po1i cy 0r ThOopen Doorat Homo,l
"as the inability of the avanable purohasing power to consume the goods
producod--
tho
failure of consumption. If thOro be any truth to thiS, wo
had botter in thc future place more emphasiS whOre thO failure is, and less
emphas i s where we are ,lready outstandingly sucoessful. Co_operation does
this withits prinoiple of paying patronage dividends to oonsumers, as op-
posed to the oapitalist principle of payment of profits as an award for
production. Co_operation proposes that consumers pay for goods only the
cosb of production, including interest en oapital, plUS an runo
unt
for ex-
pans ion "men expDXlsion is necessary.
1Charles A. Beard.
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The social ImpLf.ca+ions of co-ope rrvt.Lon are different from cap i,tal-
ism. Vlhereas the tendency in a capitalist society is toward concentration
of wealth, the tendency of co-ope rat.Ion is 8ealitarian. This is be cause
co-coper-at Lves distribute their stock much more widely and evenly +han capi-
talist corporations and because earnings ,re distributed as patronage re-
funds, not as dividends to stockholders.
The organization of large groups of poople in consumer co-ope r at.Ivs
societies vriL], also mean a different legislative emphasis. Instead of
legislation, such as tariffs, designed to protect producers, more emphasis
is likely to be placed on comsumer protection, such a s pure food and drug
Luws, truth-in-advertis ing legislation, and invigorated efforts to suppress
monopoly.
An important feature of consumer co-operatives is the high degree
of mutual interest 'which characterizes the relationship of the members with
one another and of one aaaocl etLon VIith another. Industrial producers' co-
operatives have f'a i Led chiefly because of conI'Lict of individual interest,
but among consumers' co-operatives this conflict is impossible, for the
Ln'terc st of e aoh is identical vlith the interest of the groul). llo momber
can eain anything for himself by hurb ln g another. The blending plant
started by the Farm Bureau Cooperative was extremely pro t'ibab'l.e at first.
If it had been operated aooord ing to tho capitalist plan, tho promoters
would have kept the ovno.r ahi.p and control confinod to the smallest r,roup
possible in order to increase each one's share of the earnings. But under
the co-operative plan, the Indiana co-operative asked otho r stute assocI»
ations to share the ownership and control, and the e arn ings , In doing
this it was not self-sacrificing; it was following its own best interest.
--------------~--=.=--=~
'rho
managoment e.ctod in the belief that the more ps.rtl' ell'pont~:
_ <A _ the ro were ,
the Larrcer th 1
" e vo ume would be, tho more economicRlly tho plRnt oould oper-
8.te, th 1
, E: arg
er
return the Indianf.\ ar;soeiation wou,ld. «.e'·t. Th'
t, 13 is becauGe
01NnEJr""'
sm p end consumption go hand in hand in co_operative enterprises.
One of' the most conspicuous recD"t economic trends ic the increased
port' ,
. l c i.pot ion of' gOV
e
rnment ; n e conomi0 matte r s • 1'ho tende"CY hes been
car-rIcd f
_ .' arthest in Russi. and c;erm!U1Y,but it is stro"gly evident in ell
the t'
o nor Europe
on
notions. This trend is not ot 011 a new thing) tho same
pa+bo r-n d ' ' . .
., ommo
ted
the mercentlhst economy of h'urope in the sevente
onth
public determined to establish a nation which W'" free from this European
In the United states the founders of the Ee-
and Pl" (ht'l south centuries.
f,t that time tM nationol bank and tho t,rif
f
were the principle
Jefferson and Jackson in their days were sucoessf'ul champions ofvice.
laissez fair
e
liberalism. but during the Civil liar businesS interests took
edvan tage 0 f the di vis ion of agriCU1tu re to so cure a sys bern 0 f net ional
banks .
, , prote chve tariffs, s ubsidie. for railroads, and othe r government
favors. After 1861 the intervontionist tido moved forward irresistibly.
Evon the farmers, "ho hod dostroyed two notionol benks, joined tho pro-
'is nUB c'. ..,.
vailing trond; after the :Iorld ':;.r form rol
ief bec
rone
a n\ojor issue. Since
have participated more conspicuously than ever before in tho bon
of1
ts of
th
c depro $s ion "hi ch s tar ted in 1930• buSine"m
en
, cloy m rko rs, and forme r'
ment moved to sovo them, when the railroadS could not function. the govern-
ment gave thorn a loan; when the farmer' could no longer mek
e
u living, the
f,ovornmont gave thO'" 0 subS idy; end "hOn the city wO rke rS could not find
employm.ent, thO government gave him work on tho VIP},.
government intercession. lJhen the bunkS could not function, tho gov
orn
-
~I
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The founders of the nepublic fenred the concentration of power
because they believed th0.t it was inimicnl to democracy, but the trend in
the Dni ted States has been toward concentration of pO'wer for the last eighty
year's. If it continues, either the founders woro wrong in one of their
fundamental conceptions, or the ne.tion is headed toward critical times.
In every case the Eovernment steps in because some gl'OUP of the
people demands ass iStance in meeting a need vlhi ch its members consider
vital and 1,lhich, actine; as indivirlunls, they ~·re unable to secure. 'rhe
co-opere,tive movem.entprovides a possible mea.ns 'whereby such n00ds can be
effectively secured by group a.ction which is consi stent witb the principles
of the founders of the nation. Co-operation is a program of solf-help which
is independent of the govermnent and which asks no fuvors of tho f,overrunent.
It is a groUP plan able to deal with sodal problems vrhich are too large
for an individual acting alone, yet it is be.sed on the idea of self-help
and tends to strengthen individual initiutive rf~ther thHn weuken it.
(
APPENDIX
VOIJH<TE, CAPITAL STOCK, ADD nE'.!' PROF'I'J'S OF THE
IlJDIA1Jll. FAItU BUEEA1J CCOPEPJ\.TIVE: AS80CIA'l'IOn
(In DoLlar s )
Capi tal Net
Yeur Volume Stock Profits
19;;23 2 600 9 247
1924 ') 600 40 944(,
1925 1 877 851 2 600 70 486
1926 2 063 819 2 600 1~~3631
1927 2 120 567 13 700 120 189 .
1928 2 919 137 39 700 118 159
1929 3 856 842 41 600 183 469
1930 4 463 329 77 400 207 607
1931 3 018 537 117 600 77 618
1932 2 041 034 1'1'1 300 84 256
1933 2 224 065 215 300 77 477
193'1 3 225 827 238 700 86 513
1935 4 397 095 337 700 IH 703
1936 5 187 457 399 700 1:55 851
1937 6 661 6 <)'".( 484 200 174 486'-v
1938 5 821 303 573 100 36 721
1939 5 958 000 728 000 172 872
The data from 1923 to 1925 is f'o r the f'LscaI year ending
on October 31. Data for 1926 is for a fourteen month
period, after 1926 it is for the calendar year.
The amount of the capital stock and net profits is from
the "Auditor's Heport" except in the Yf)nr lD?3 when it
is from the "Minutes".The data on volume Ls' from the
Hoosier Farmer and from the "MinuteG" of the annual s to clc-
holder'S meetings.
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FAi1M BUIIEAU ORG.PJHZATIOnS IN HIDIAlIA
Tndiana.
'lUool GrO'Ners
Asso ci ation
Conunission
Associntion
Co-operative
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Uarketine
Co-operative
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Marketing
Insurance
CorEE~ny
Co-operative
Automobile
Insurance
Uoosier
Farm Bure au
Life Insurance
Company
Co-operative
Life
Insurance
Mid-west
Producers
Creameries
CO-ODO ra ti ve
Da l ry Products
J.'Iarketing
Indiana
Farm Bureau
Inc.
A
Hural
l::lectric
rlembership
Association
Co-operuti ve
Electricity
Co-operative
Credi t
Indiana
Grain
Co-operative
Farm Bureau
Co-opera.tive
Credit Union
Associnti on
IndiD.nn
Farm BureLlU
Cooperuti ve
11.880 ciation
Co-operativo
GrHin
MHrketing
Co-operative
Purchasing
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